We've removed this video because it violates our Community Guidelines. You'll be able to view this video for 7 days from when it was removed. This period allows you to review the content and decide whether you wish to submit an appeal.

You have comments awaiting your review

Pinned by simonshack
Raj Vaidya 2 years ago
What a great actor
Give him an Oscar
Seriously you official story believers think that he's for real??
Reply • 5
View all 4 replies

simonshack 3 years ago
"ARE THESE PEOPLE FOR REAL?"
Skip navigation 9
View all 17 replies

Cynthia Hamil 2 years ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQtmoE
Sandy Hook was the first time that I looked at the people as if they could possibly be crisis actors. This is harder to believe because of 9/11. I wouldn't put it past them, so much of 9/11 is a hoax. If this is too, I guess I shouldn't really be all that surprised.

anyone with half a brain knows 911 was an inside job, the media has crisis actors all over!!!

Yep! Todd Beamer is alive and well and enjoying his multi-million $$ mansion with his family.
1 Lisa Beamer comes out with her pre-written Book before the end of 2001. She gets it Published the same month ....Sept. !

I think we have now reached a point in history when more people don't believe the official story. Most of us know that a major hoax has been played out. It's now time for the conspirators to start coming forward and to tell us what exactly happened and why. Don't just keep insisting on the official story. The world deserves the truth,

We all got conned in such a massive way. The mass of sheeple have almost forgotten it happened and couldn't care less about getting down to the Truth about it. What a shame.

This terrible acting is right up there with Robbie Parker and the Hockley's from Sandy Hoax...

Most Jews are actors. Why do think they deceive everyone so emotionally and never get caught?

Wait a minute.. from all the interviews and docs on Donna's daughter it says she had only just figured out she was pregnant the day or day before 9/11. It only takes 7-15 days to notice symptoms of pregnancy. Donna (mother) just said the babies bones were found in the autopsy. It may only take 7-15 days to notice symptoms of pregnancy but it takes

why so many dislikes? there's no doubt about all this fakeness
And because it's a little too complicated, most people accept what they were told by mainstream media owned by corporations. It is almost impossible to make sense of, BUT, not much, if any of 9/11 is what we think it was. It's easier to accept what we are being spoon fed. You don't have a compulsion to do more research.
Here's another problem. I watched the movie Let's Roll. About Mrs. Beamer supposedly dead husband and the others. One of the Victims calls her husband and tells him to go to her safe which is in her Closet. The Combination is ...get this now... 6336! 666! I worked for United Airlines and I don't recall their uniforms ever being Black and White! Black and White makes up the color Grey, which IS DECEPTION! How many of our young men and women died in Afghanistan? How many never came back? For what? So the Beammers can have it all??? Maybe the rest of them too.

Systemic Divide 8 months ago
deena - duping delight

Raven Rayne Havoc 1 year ago
how can people not see? we are being lied to and manipulated constantly by mass media and those with their go****** agenda. There are such things as crisis actors but their .org website suddenly vanished...hmmm what big event is being planned next?

As a soon to be US medical doctor I must put in my support towards a part of this videos quackery.

The woman who is mother to Lang states an autopsy being done on her 5 month pregnant daughter's fetal bones. Besides the obvious fact that is laughable to think her daughter's body was found in tact yet steel melted that day; fetuses do not have bones. Nor do children under 5-7. We all have very soft cartilage until we hit about 8-9yo. In other words post mortem there would be a very rapid degradation of that cartilage and by autopsy time there would be no trace of endoskeleton of the fetus.

As a soon to be US medical doctor I must put in my support towards a part of this videos quackery.

The woman who is mother to Lang states an autopsy being done on her 5 month pregnant daughter's fetal bones. Besides the obvious fact that is laughable to think her daughter's body was found in tact yet steel melted that day; fetuses do not have bones. Nor do children under 5-7. We all have very soft cartilage until we hit about 8-9yo. In other words post mortem there would be a very rapid degradation of that cartilage and by autopsy time there would be no trace of endoskeleton of the fetus.

How can people not see? we are being lied to and manipulated constantly by mass media and those with their go****** agenda. There are such things as crisis actors but their .org website suddenly vanished...hmmm what big event is being planned next?

Steve Allan 2 years ago
eye opener

Shawn Doucette 2 years ago
Do I believe that our government had something to do with 9/11? Absolutely! Do I believe we're not being told the truth? Absolutely, but how dare you diminish the memory of all that died that day. Many innocent people died that day. People lost fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters. Don't you dare say they didn't die. How dare you!!
Bill Olsen 3 months ago
If these people are really suffering then the person who mocks them, one day u will endure there suffering
Reply • 1

Christian Natoli 2 years ago
donna marsh was a character name in the movie The Postman
Reply • 1

View reply

Dahamma73 3 years ago
So... Terrorist passports and fetal bones and a pregnancy test showing positive on the 93rd fucking floor are found but black boxes and plane engines (correct plane engines) are fucking elusive. Don't piss in my face and tell me it's raining
Reply • 47

Hide replies
Heather Coq 2 months ago
Wow I've never heard of the fetal bones or pregnancy test before
Reply •

Ryan T. Hughes 4 months ago
America = Land of the Fake.
Reply •

Emilio Vicente 1 year ago
But... people did die... what about the people that jumped to their fucking deaths? Seriously? 'Did people really die' OH So the people who jumped to their deaths weren't real huh? Well then my grandfather didn't really die two years ago did he? You people baffle me with your lies.
Reply • 4

Hide replies
BlazinJohnnyJohnnyBlaze 1 year ago
It's not about those who died, it's about these freaking actors!
Reply • 8

Brad Gollasch 1 year ago
Those jumpers are more bad special effects... Simon calls them paratroopers... How does that make you feel?
Reply • 1

Brad Gollasch 8 months ago
I don't see anybody debunking any of Simon Shacks claims... The 911 victims are a myth... Just like Bigfoot... All you have are actors and stories... That wont cut it for me anymore....
Reply • 2

Jc&JakeOldskoolyugioh 2 years ago
Almost 2000 bodies of supposed victims were never uncovered and there was only 12 intact bodies out of all found the rest were thousands of little bits of flesh and bone. This has never happened in any building collapse in history... how do almost 2000 bodies just disappear??? There is so much evidence pointing towards an inside job. Shit even Putin is
Reply • 9

Elias Ashe-Shoal 2 years ago
3:07 donna steals the show with her searing performance... her prop is a photo of an ugly face with a big forehead... probably not even real...
Reply • 2

View all 2 replies

Wiibaron 2 years ago
How much did 'they' pay the actors who ung themselves out of a 100 story building's window to make it seem like there was a small office fire up there? Your torment in hell should be extremely painful and double eternal...
Reply • 10
Allison Carlton 3 years ago
Simon, you seem like a pretty intelligent person. And some of the things you have pointed out I would’ve never noticed no matter how many times I saw the footage, especially in September Clues. So it's definitely interesting. And the fetal bones statement is just bizarre and uncalled for on Donna's part, whether she is an actress or not. However, there is no

Read more
Reply • 6

View all 3 replies

shadmonk 2 years ago
so charlie sheen et al are just acting also? they believe 911 was an inside job... they are on the right side of this. The actors are those claiming to have lost loved ones.

Reply • 2

Shewchef 3 years ago
Well... I had two friends who died in 9/11... one in a plane, flt. 175 and one who worked at Windows on the World. I had worked with both of them, performed with both of them, known both since I was a teenager... where do you think they are now?

Reply • 1

Hide replies

simonshack 3 years ago
Oh - so you knew two alleged 9/11 victims, do you? What are their names - and why didn't you state their names in your comment? See, if I had known someone who had really died on 9/11, I would make sure of remembering their name each and every time I possibly could - and on any imaginable occasion.

Reply • 6

simonshack 3 years ago
+Shewchef You claim to have known two friends who died on 9/11. I gave you a chance to state their names. You didn't - and your excuse for not doing so is utterly laughable. The same lame excuse has been used by countless trolls like you who've been spamming my channel over the years. Bye now.

Read more

simonshack 3 years ago
Shewchef: Are there any official death records of the two friends you claimed to have lost on 9/11?

Here is why I am asking you this question:

Read more

Reply • 1

Mazhar Salam 2 years ago
+simonshack Even I have the exact same question in mind, I have seen many many comments where people claim to be friend/family but none have provided the names.

So when you see something like this, that means the video is on the right track and these trolls are trying to redirect you from that point.

Show less

Reply • 2

David Shewmaker 2 years ago
+Mazhar Salam No, it means that this is an unsafe forum to state names. I have no interest in anyone harassing my friends. I don't know who you are, Mazhar Salam, or who simonshack is. Or anyone else that might read this site. That said, and I will re-iterate, there are lots of good questions raised by this video. But I still

Read more

Reply •

Mazhar Salam 2 years ago
+David Shewmaker Once again the troll want us to pursue in the wrong direction. The question is for the govt to answer why they have used fake pictures and claimed as victims of 911. What is unsafe in giving the name of a national heroes whose names must be immortalised?

Reply • 1

David Shewmaker 2 years ago
+Mazhar Salam sigh.

Reply •

Mazhar Salam 2 years ago
Another troll takes the dust!!!
pentagon hit by missile, all the passengers who supposedy died have fake identities, it was all fake, so they could steal the gold, invade Iraq for the oil Afghanistan for opium, a child could tell this was a false flag black operation.

David Shewmaker 2 years ago
No one had bitten the dust.

David Shewmaker 2 years ago
My friends died, and you are creepy weird people. Why would I post their names for you to harass their families?

David Shewmaker 2 years ago
Victims are not heroes. That was part of my sigh.

David Shewmaker 2 years ago
I have photos, on film, with my friends.

thebentley71 2 years ago
Sorry I absolutely don't believe you,

David Shewmaker 2 years ago
Whatever. Didn't change anything.

thebentley71 2 years ago
What are there names I have a friend who works for the SS department, I'm willing to bet they don't exist at least the one on fit 175. there weren't no plane crashes on 9/11. out of 3000 of these called people who died n 9/11 only 200 & something existed in the Social Security system.

Mazhar Salam 2 years ago
What is the name of your friend? You should be ashamed of yourself. The person who died is an american hero and you should learn to mention his name whenever possible. Those people must be immortalised !!!!

David Shewmaker 2 years ago
Idiot. Victims are not heroes. They are victims. You are untrustworthy and a harasser. Why would I trust you?

Mazhar Salam 2 years ago
You dont have to trust me dude... mentioning their name whenever possible is a sign of respect, I can see from your abusive attitude how much you have of it. Just dont convert those unfortunate people to mere numbers. they will always be our heroes.

David Shewmaker 2 years ago
My abusive attitude? Huh? I have been nothing but polite and calmly making a point. If I were to state names what would stop you or anyone on here from going stalker on their family? The notion that non-combatants who die in an attack are somehow heroes is not a western one. They are victims, not heroes. There is a

Joshua Ball 2 years ago
+Shewchef You talk so much shit you didn't have any friends die on 9/11 and I'll have you know that to lie about such things will catch up with you in the future we'll have a record of everyone who lied and pushed this thing further ahead. Be careful my friend and above all else become an honest person because one day the World

Ken Powers 3 months ago
FAKE FAKE

earlsworld70117 3 years ago
It's amazing how so many fake trolls will try to deny the truth when the evidence is overwhelming that 9-11 was a hoax! Pathological liars trying to hold back the dam before it breaks!

Wait... isn't Bob McIlvaine a truther? So now they have infiltrated your movement.

Lol... "your movement"? Are you talking about the so-called "9/11 truth movement" - the one founded by the 9/11 perpetrators themselves? Please know that I am no part of it - thank you very much.

This video is one of the reasons the truth movement is shattered. The first guy works with 911 truth organizations. Why would a crisis actor do that? Of course the buildings were missing a lot of people. A Jerusalem newspaper reported that 4,000 Israelis and affiliates received a text message warning them not to go to work, but some obviously were there.

What about the son who called his mother told her who he was by using his full name then after asked "you believe me right" twice. I don't think I ever saw the mother on tv

Finally someone not afraid to go right to the heart of the deception and ask the really world-view destroying questions that, when answered, have surprisingly simple answers. How refreshing that you go this deep into it to understand that 9-11 was an illusion. But what does that illusion say about American society? What is American society if it

only one picture of the girl victim?

He has lost his son of course he is in tears...

How do (((they))) keep them all quiet ?

I invite anyone to intelligently reply to what I have to say... Could it be, that the entire 9/11 event was performed by the book, legally, and if the event was performed legally upon the Worlds Stage, which organization do you think would be most capable of staging and carrying out the event?
But this guy is a truth seeker... I know heez overboard but he keeps saying "my son was murdered" "I want the truth" .. do that sound like fake actor to you??... Think!!!.

Maria Shriver looks like a MTF transgender. The long neck and male jawbone does not lie

hey thank you for sharing, could you please te me the song you are playing in the video? thank you xx

donald trump keep up the tradition of acting along with the fake astronauts; [link to video]

someone please tell me how anybody could do this . . i mean seriously ? to be asked to lie about such a thing ? what is there to gain ? actors told to perform and lie about such an emotive event i just dont buy this ive seen the sandy hook thing and im still confused?

That is actor jennifer aniston pre nosejob at 4:27

Traitors to a great nation.

don't get me wrong, i think the whole 9/11 event stinks to high heaven on practically every last level. but i disagree with the premise here. i am from NY and i know several people (and their children) who lost loved family. the survivors i am referring to i had known 20 or more years by 9/11. and in the event of more than one, they lost adult children in the WTC.

I lost a friend on the upper oor. She was only there a month or so!! She was a tough and smart girl!! I would like to take down the people that murdered her. He's not dead!!

Ridiculus Conclusion.....Bob McIlvaine has been working with the 9/11 TRUTH movement to EXPOSE 9/11 as an inside job.....THIS BLOWS YOUR WHOLE THEORY

America = Land of the Fake.
Gus Ibrahim 5 months ago
I can't get passed GWB's face at the time he was told Mr. President we have been attacked!!! It was so fake!!!!!!

Reply •

Lisa Anne 5 months ago
I think you are targeting the wrong people ... crisis actors on the day......Israel....saudi.....larry silverstein.....bush admin .....to name a few

Reply •

View reply

Barbara Army 5 months ago
Oh ffs I wish there was a way to remove this Alex Jones bullshit. Instead of getting angry, it's actually a good laugh. Normal people concentrate on the true conspiracies of government interference, not that the events never actually happened.

Reply •

Globalization in Question 5 months ago
Who has a pregnancy test still 5 months after becoming pregnant in their glove box

Reply •

Johnny Francisco 5 months ago
'YES'-! ITS ALL! DRAMA'-! A CONSPIRACY'-! OF ALL EVIL'-!!

Reply •

TheConspiracyFact2 6 months ago
Maria Shriver is a scary looking witch... She frightens me with her hideous visage!

Reply •

Rodrigo De Triano 6 months ago
Did they find DNA examples from anybody on the supposed flights? Just one?

Reply •

Manuel Rodriguez 6 months ago
The all great, the all powerful, the all mighty dollar!

Reply •

MindFlowersDotNet 10 months ago
Like always: create 'opposition' to support the official (lie) narrative.

Reply •

michelle lyon 1 year ago
Donna you have to be the most obtuse, ignorant and pathetic, so called mother I've ever seen, you talk of you're daughters pregnancy myth!!? you have 2 pictures if her?!? these ppl are all actors, it's obvious to everyone, more so now the nation has woke up to the farce, it's abundantly clear, Donna are you related to Jennifer Aniston, as you look and

Read more

Reply •

ricter29 1 year ago
So all the ppl who died in the attacks were not real ppl? So all the friends and family members are all actors? There wasn't ppl jumping out of the buildings? Those were dummies? The firefighters the police the paramedics all not real? Do you know how insane it sounds? Suppose pearl harbour wasn't real either? What a slap in the face to all the

Reply •

Hide replies

Simonshockback 1 year ago
If you prefer to believe that 3000 people were killed (including police officers and firefighters) by the government on 9/11, you are free to do so. However, the evidence gathered over the years through our collective research at Cluesforum.info suggests otherwise. For an overview of our extensive vicim research (SIMulated VICtims), please read these two articles of mine published on my Septemberclues.info website:

http://septemberclues.info/deconstructing.shtml
And no, the people seen jumping out of the buildings were not dummies - they were crude CGI fabrications, as we have thoroughly demonstrated - beyond reasonable doubt - in this dedicated thread at Cluesforum:
Show less

REAL BRITISH 1 year ago
are all actor I can tell lol

heart1700 1 year ago
Here's a common sense question: If the victims were fake then why the hell are the families demanding a proper investigation of 9/11? Oh, well, that's because they know the official story of 9/11 is bull crap and want to know the truth about how their family member died.

Humans Unite 1 year ago
I see in the comments that 911 is a hoax and no one died. Are you kidding me... People did die..... I never believe numbers like 3000 bc no one will ever know... but it is a fact that pple did die... and may they all RIP...

Davor Kartaga 1 year ago
I got it all but why don't someone actully go around country, check those parents, names, addresses, look for friends of their children, ask in local school and answers will be right there. It is simple basic investigation. Even regular citizen, not metioning a cop, could do that. Those things can't be hidden. YOu have photo, you have names, records of citizens.

Robert Bennet 1 year ago
It's difficult to contemplate the depth of evil, when observing brain-searing TV media propaganda. Most all world Media, especially the disingenuous American Media, is again brain-washing the official version of 9/11. No brain-searing Media will mention that 'four' alleged crash sites had no passenger plane
Read more

M Vitellaro 1 year ago
God, Bob should be on the Young and the restless

Underground Sounds 1 year ago (edited)
5:48 what is her beef with Bush, if he goes another actor comes. This was Obummer, and if he goes another one comes....makes no difference.: Also in the angry mode she sounds familiar to some other case, but cant remember

Underground Sounds 1 year ago
You only need to see 0:36 (the usual duping delight).....

Knot Sew 1 year ago
Wait a minute. I recognize that guy. He's my next door neighbor! Calls himself Sivle. Weird name, sounds kind of like speaking in reverse.

David Domino 1 year ago
3 Hours and your "Batteries" run out?
Did she played games on her phone??
kratos Wrox 1 year ago
He is really a good actor...wowowo Hollywood needs him as soon as possible. Hahaha
Reply •

I AM ME 1 year ago
I thought the interviewer at 8:55 looked like the dead daughter of 3:35...Hrmnmnm!
Reply •

BlazinJohnny JohnnyBlaze 1 year ago
How much did he get?
Reply • 1

Howard Gilmour 1 year ago
The most powerful call out there to any doubters!
Looking at the comments is stunning. It seems everybody is in on it. Everybody knows. All the information is in the public domain! Yet nothing?
Reply •

Kelito Brigante 1 year ago
- - - 08.56 - - - fuhkn shedin eye
Reply •

Kelito Brigante 1 year ago
Stay at your desks - Aye, okay....
Reply • View reply

John Klimek 1 year ago
It seems like everything is cover up and nothing is real. One huge covered disaster. Correct me if I am wrong.
Reply • View reply

John Klimek 1 year ago
Excuse me, I came here when watching 9/11 in plane site director's cut and was going through other videos. Are you serious this is only a disgusting acting or somebody edited the video? I am in th real facts, not the official ones with all the terrorist crap.
Reply •

Eddie 2P 1 year ago
what in the fuck , this seems so staged
Reply • 1

Pujdo 1 year ago
why doesn't anyone grab these people and make them tell the truth?
Reply • 1

Renttenzor 2 years ago
Why would a pregnancy test still be in the car after 5 months? Or at all?? Who takes a pregnancy test in the car?
Reply • 2

Hide replies
Kelito Brigante 1 year ago
a multitasking compulsive liar ;)
Reply • 1

Raven Rayne Havoc 1 year ago
I know that shit dont compute...do they think we believe this?!
Reply •
woman! Goo bless you

Ins snl 2 years ago
wtf! can any one see the blatant resemblance in miss lang langers! (mother) and the actress jennifer aniston!? lets face it you can make anyones face look slightly different with prosthetics and contacts!!!!!

Reply •

View all 2 replies

SuperPoker56 2 years ago
having watched a lot of film and docu on here my views have been changed not by what im told or what im shown but by my own reasoning and by looking beyond what we have been shown and told. lot of people died that day and hopefully by people asking questions the truth will prevail and the deaths of many can be given justice

Reply •

maggie1715 2 years ago
wow she sucks as an actresses. Not a tear made up sad voice, any 4 year old can do better.

Reply • 2

John Brown 2 years ago
Using the 9/11 attack as a cover story for capitalist war mongering or for seizing oil stakes is relatively easy to accept but in fact these reasons may be too easy to buy into. In business management we would always propose an 'acceptable' reason behind a proposed contract alteration or addendum. We seldom if ever exposed our true motives for

Read more

Reply • 1

C R 2 years ago
Simon your a shill !!! How dare you say these people are actors !! These people hate the government, so you must back the government coming out with videos like this !!! Sandy hook yea they are crises actors not the 911 parents and widows family and friends, what are you smoking seriously you shill!!!!

Reply •

1SGNucci 2 years ago
Obviously whoever made this video doesn't have a child. Because that is all you need to know when you see a father who lost his son to tragedy tears up, every time he addresses a crowd about his son. I really think that its one thing to question the official story, but another to question a father's grief. Have you been to these people's home to see the

Read more

Reply •

View all 4 replies

fooman65 2 years ago
Who are the people in the photo's? They must be somebody? They haven't been CGI'd.

Reply •

Moscato Luigi 2 years ago
Crazy people, and the plains that flung in to the building, explain that you mongol ps sorry for my english :((

Reply •

View all 2 replies

Missy Victoria 2 years ago
Hell holds a special place for people like these.

Reply •

View reply

chrismetzko 2 years ago
For real I appreciate your time and effort. I'm not saying I believe or support anyone take on 9/11, but come on for real 4mins and you're still showing Bob. Get to the pt. Nobody who is interested in this subject wants to watch that much of that man in that manner. If anything you have damaged your purpose then made a startling revelation. Thanks for

Reply •
That Bob McIlvaine was also a crisis actor on a faked holocaust news reel. He had to lose 65 lbs for the part.

This guy is a complete idiot. he has no idea what he's talking about. these people are not actors how can you even question the amount of people who actually died on 9/11 granted their deaths maybe the cause of foul play many deaths absolutely are the result of the attack on the Twin Towers.

Yeah news flash that plane that supposedly crashed in pa yeah it was shot down the people died on that day how do you fake falling/jumping 90 stories and live i believe 911 might have been an inside job but you people are pathetic humans to think that was all fake

These conspiracy theorist should put their talents to better use

BOB might be faking, but Donna O'connor seems very genuine in my opinion. She truly seems traumatized

You believe because that is her job to make it so. Have you ever been up close to a grieving parent? 99% of them wouldn't even think about crusading in this format of "grieving parent", it would be unthinkable to display such open emotions at the cue of a microphone being shoved in their face. For those 99% genuine loss and grief are a one-time only public display phenomena. After that, parents don't want to discuss the loss and personal suffering their going through, that's why it's called 'personal'. We are by nature caring emotional beings succumbing to deviously planned manipulations for purposes often unknown to us. We all have emotional needs and are just waiting for the opportunity to "plug in" to available circumstances! Always question your motives before engaging in any emotional commitment!

Why is she showing pictures Idiotic actress

yes, but where is barbara olson? tv personality whose plane crashed at the pentagon

all of these crisis actors are promised funding from sympathetic dummies who buy into it

man even knowing these to be actors i mean the emotion brings on my emotions?? thats the key key in all this "PLAY ON EMOTION" if you are a real heart felt human being even knowing it to be lies it still brings forth emotions _______clever little demonic devils
If there were an evil conspiracy, why would it fake anything?

View all 2 replies

good job

the blond lady towards had 3 kids (girls) and she say's she has 2 girls. hmmm
so how do you know that these ppl are fictions?

I think some people died on that day but I don't think it was 3000 people . More like 150 to
200 people . No way , no how 3000 people died . The numbers are bullshit

Yeah no one died that day. All that money spent on robotic people to fall out of windows or
were they landing on cushions...I cant remember.

this is so good. hes like a dam machine, goddam crying on demand

has anyone ever seen any of the people who died in the towers in a video?? you know,like a
family video or at play or any video at all??..I havn't.

Does anyone know anything about Sean Rooney and his wife Beverly Eckhart? She was
the alleged widow of Sean, allegedly murdered in a plane crash for allegedly seeking the
truth. Dr.K at Nodisinfo.com wants to know.

The "Beverly Eckert" entity was just one of numerous (phony) "9/11 truthers /
whistleblowers that have now 'mysteriously died'... These media-concocted
'disturbing deaths' are part of the standard script of all media-based psy ops (see
JFK - or the Apollo hoax) in order to keep the public - and any potential REAL
whistleblowers - in a constant state of fear. Back in 2009, I made a video about that
unteenth farcical plane-crash story concocted by the media:

FLIGHT 3407: FLIGHT 3407 STUDY

Does anyone know anything about Sean Rooney and his wife Beverly Eckhart? She was
the alleged widow of Sean, allegedly murdered in a plane crash for allegedly seeking the
truth. Dr. K at Nodisinfo.com wants to know.

Maria Shriver, eueew, no wonder Arnold pronged the milk woman.

Do you want to know the one thing that's absent from these excerpts that is almost
ALWAYS encountered when dealing with real grief/tragedy/loss? Tears. Not one tear (or
even shimmering eyes) do I evidently see in any of this propagandic bullshit
When was the video camera first used in modern day practical use? 1932. So from 1932 onwards our minds could have been tricked by the art of video. Roosevelt was the President then. We know he was a rich New York elitist. Do you think these elitists would

Reply •

simonshack 4 years ago

Correction: CNN - as well as all the other 'news' networks - have been caught red-handed on countless occasions making up entirely fictional stories - and airing totally fabricated, computer-generated imagery on TV. With this in mind, what makes you think ANY part of 'John O'Neill's story (The Man Who Warned America) is truthful and credible? The WTC?

Reply •

simonshack 4 years ago

It makes perfect sense that they'd employ this handful of 'actors/' operatives (a few dozen of them at the most) to play the part of 'grieving, angry family members'. Since there were no victims on 9/11, a total silence of 'their kins' would eventually raise strong suspicion among the public. The dislikes of this video were fully expected given the psychological hurdle this ploy exerts in most people's minds.

Btw, here's the vid with the highest % of dislikes that I know of:  v=B6jS2Ah22us

Show less

Reply •

E. Jeffery 4 years ago

Watching 'Bob Mcilvaine' was difficult. Not because of a rush of sad emotions, but because of his obvious overacting.

Reply •

Bertie Bassett 4 years ago

9/11 THE BIGGEST MOVIE SET OF ALL TIME

Reply •

bakersfieldmusicnow 4 years ago

most awesome job. us help us all.

Reply •

corpuscallosumsouds 4 years ago

Hi Simon, I've found I agree with 99.9999999999965% of your videos. My only question is why do you consider Sibel Edmonds and fellow no-planer documentarist Ace Baker as disinformation agents? Thanks so much for your work sending blessing ur way

Reply •

Eli W 4 years ago

keep in mind that the victims include all of the innocents killed in the afghan and iraq wars, as 9/11 was a pretext (and a piss poor excuse on the part of the parasites) for both of them

Reply •

HUBABUBBA DOOPYDOOP 4 years ago


Reply •

Travis the chimp 4 years ago

Hold on a second, Lang Langers mom said the ME saw baby bones?

Reply •

Travis the chimp 4 years ago

Looks like vanessa lang langer is a photo of Gabby Giffords [another fraud ] with some photoshopting.

Skip navigation

simonshack 4 years ago

Well, because this is how psyops work. It may seem counterintuitive at first, but please think about it: if it's true that no one died on 9/11, there wouldn't exist today a single 'angry family member' questioninino the official tale 'Wouldn't that look susoicous in the lona run?
Lord Of frog 4 years ago

9/11 was an inside job! No Boeing crashed into the buildings, anyone who studies the evidence understands this, what I cannot comprehend, is that this poor man who lost his son would just be lying! What would be the point if it, he's called for a new investigation and voiced his thoughts of 911 being an inside job!!!

Reply •

simonshack 4 years ago

'Reductions'? Is that the last name of the firefighter you knew? If not, why don't you mention his name? Actually, perhaps you could finally explain to me why NONE of you folks who 'knew someone who perished on 9/11' NEVER EVER mention those supposed victims' names? Hey, I'm just curious to know. Thanks for a kind reply!

Reply •

simonshack 4 years ago

I suppose you also believe that Gene Rosen (the 'master sobber' of Sandy Hook 'fame') is a genuine, authentic character - and that he and the news media are telling us nothing but the truth? That twenty kids were actually killed in Sandy Hook - and that those "parents" we were shown on TV the next day are real, legit individuals? If so, I'm afraid there is nothing I can do to help you break out of your media-induced delusional state.

Gene Rosen / Bob Moltvaine > professional crisis actors.

Show less

Reply •

drum clown 4 years ago

thx simon...yet another 911.lie.actors l..yeah...by the way the moon landing was fake for sure...stanley cubrick did the job.it was filmed in texas.

Reply •

good2know 4 years ago

Very nice work. In my playlist the 911 there is a video called New Special you never saw, watch?v=XP70cWn9l&g&feature=share&list=PL7OAqK04vJip0Y7rl_02TVW_e6-XXGxS2 it is mentioning actors in first war against Iraq. If you remember one of the stories used was that Iraq soldiers was taking Kuwait baby's out of incubators and trowing them on the Read more

Reply •

Caroline Louise 4 years ago

Dear Simon, I've spent a lot of time trying to achieve a state of not needing to believe anything. I think most of humanity's ills arise from the need to be certain in an uncertain world. I don't "believe" 3000 people died, I acknowledge this is the prevailing view for which there seems to be evidence, but I am always open to the prevailing view turning out to be

Reply •

simonshack 4 years ago

Dear Caroline, this video is only a tiny part of my longstanding 9/11 research which you can consult at Septemberclues.info and in our ongoing discussion forum : Cluesforum.info. As it is, we have now identified, one by one, the fifty or so operatives / actors employed by the 9/11 perpetrators to uphold the myth of the alleged "3000" victims of that day. You are

Reply •

RudeZ3 5 years ago

Don't you think that add fake victims in a list with real victims ( there were off course real victims, not 3,000 but there were) is an unbearable offense to them ( the real victims) and their families? Can we know how many people really died in WTC? How many in your opinion? Someone died, unfortunately...And what about the alleged 4 planes victims? In

Reply •

Charliesharley 5 years ago

Good on you for exposing these pricks

Reply •

John Boots 5 years ago

Great, I'll add that those to my Twitter feed, I've been getting a good response this last 3 weeks from posting pages from the forum. Obviously Twitter won't let direct links go through (they bounce back as spam or dangerous URL) well ironically they are dangerous to TPTB but not for the reason they're giving lol. Stay safe. Didn't like the sound of that
That's right, Rudel23 - well said. Now, the perps are not (completely) stupid, as you say. But fortunately, they are getting stupider and goofier, as we saw with the recent, ridiculously lame Sandy Hook psyop: this time, the actors they used were so dramatically inept that millions around the world instantly woke up to the fact that actors are routinely employed in these operations. Bob McIlvaine and Donna Marsh O'Connor are Grammy-material compared to the piss-poor Sandy Hook psyop actors.

Thanks for your kind words, hrciarska. There is actually a full 2-hour clip on YT of the WNYWFOX5 9/11 broadcast:
watch?v=gQdpTzqh8Ag

I have recently published a new video analysis dedicated to that 'funniest' of all 9/11 broadcasts:
FOX FLOP: watch?v=Ls0CRXEVO34

Enjoy :) Show less

I've been linking comments on every hoax YT vid I see to Cluesforum. I'm finally WIDE awake after thinking I was for many years. It's a confusing, scary and disorienting feeling but thanks to you, I and many others are now fully awake instead of stumbling around in a semi conscious state. Did you see that subscriber Zett eL has put all the Fox 5 and others

Practically every single existing image (stills + videos) of ‘people jumping from the WTC’ has been thoroughly dissected/analyzed in every conceivable manner: ALL have been conclusively exposed as digital forgeries:

tinyurl . com / THEJUMPERS
tinyurl . com / FALLINGMANcf

Even the relative proportions of the WTC façade's windows (heights vs widths) and beams - as well as the 'people about to jump' - have been shown to be entirely inconsistent with reality.

The creators of this hoax are not (completely) stupid: to make this testimonies believable, some of them had to complain about G.W.Bush, asking for truth, act as outraged citizens etc. the important thing was to confirm the official version. ‘Not complaining’, resigned witnesses wouldn't have been believable...

Charlie Sheen is just a Hollywood actor (with dire drug-and-women-abuse issues) being used to ridicule - and to discredit by association - anyone who gets too close to the truth about 9/11. There are plenty such famous / prominent people playing this role. Charlie is but one of them.

The gatekeeping structure set up to stifle the real truth from emerging is quite complex - and it is designed to make it difficult for the casual observer to figure it out. My advice: switch off your TV set. Now.

You showed an image of Charlie Sheen, but i thought he released a film asking for answers of 9/11
DailyPuffer 5 years ago
It would seem as if the images were retouched sooner than manipulated from scratch, perhaps to hide whatever practice - or technology - enabled them to disappear without leaving sufficient material behind. Again, I don't see how Wood's theory helps preserving the common myth. I trust you'll be a much more enlightened observer if you try and make

Reply •

DailyPuffer 5 years ago
Her job is to make her own investigation. She's not a video and CG expert, she simply tries to debunk the official report. I'm sure that if someone presented the case of forged imagery she would take it into account. The observations in the thread are interesting but they propose a certain challenge: why use state of the art CGI to create the tower down

Reply •

DailyPuffer 5 years ago
I'll give it a look. However, this doesn't even begin to address issues such as are raised by Judy Wood: the lack of material available, the fact that the Manhattan bathtub was intact, the curved steel beams, the cars' spontaneous combustion, the seismograph readings - which don't match a controlled demolition -, the suppression of information about

Reply •

simonshack 5 years ago
No one is saying the towers didn't collapse - only that there was, in all logic, no way they would let any REAL imagery of the World Trade Center demolition job be aired on live TV (a military-grade smokescreen was likely raised to hide the proceedings from public view). The existing imagery of the tower collapses has been extensively analyzed here:

tinyurl . com /CGIcollapsefootage
Please review our findings before making up your mind about this crucial issue of the 9/11 psyop.
Show less
Reply •

DailyPuffer 5 years ago
When you say "assigned", is this your take on it, or do have any evidence to support this claim? Her study is based on all sorts of footage and stills, as well as data retrieved from seismographs and a variety of sources outside your field. Your line of investigation is based on exposing fraudulent elements in images and sounds, and your results are

Reply •

simonshack 5 years ago
Judy Wood is but one of several news media gatekeepers whose PRIMARY role is to provide "plausible explanations" as to the absurd imagery we were shown on TV that morning. Judy has been assigned the task to "scientifically justify" the laughable / outlandish visuals of the tower collapses, an over-the-top artistic licence taken by the CGI animation team for shock & awe effect. Her job is to keep the 'credibility' of the phony collapse imagery alive.

tinyurl . com /newsmediagatekeepers
Show less
Reply •

DailyPuffer 5 years ago
I wonder what we're to infer from the presence of a Dr. Judy Wood picture among what you call the 911 cast. Are you by any means implying that she is consorting with the same powers purportedly responsible for this alleged fraud? Because she seems to present the most compelling, scientific body of evidence regarding the plausibility of the conspiracy

Reply •

muronius 5 years ago
Your right but more importantly it is going to be used as the impetus to take away freedom of speech... They will say ... Oh look at how the victims families are being harassed and next thing you know a truther will go on a killing spree... then Obama will sign an executive order to make it illegal to disagree vocally with the Government...

Reply •

simonshack 5 years ago
Every existing image (stills + videos) of 'people jumping from the WTC' has been thoroughly dissected/analyzed in every imaginable way. ALL have been conclusively exposed as digital forgeries:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQtmoE
Vulkan Vega 5 years ago

He laughs because he is still so confused. How dare you all to call those poor people actors?

Reply •

TexasRose50 5 years ago

9/11 is like a big puzzle. Many pieces. One has to find out why, when, who, what, and how. As Bush once said, connect the dots and you will see the whole picture. I believe I have, and it is a very ugly picture.

Reply •

simonshack 5 years ago

Alex Jones? Who is Alex Jones?
We have a long thread about Jim Fetzer on cluesforum.info

Here's a link to it: tinyurl.com/fetzer musings
(show all spaces)

Reply •

artificial 5 years ago

It's not a matter of opinion when you go to war with country's based on a lie. Millions of people died in Iraq and Afghanistan so stop being a hypocrite and try to look at the entire picture...sure people died on 9/11 the big question is “who is behind it?” it's either your own government or Israel point blank. on both sides innocent people died and those

Reply •

fuck off 5 years ago

lol atleast be coherent, tell your master that the brainwashing is too strong and you can no longer type in actual sentences

Reply •

DizzyEinstein 5 years ago

Hollow aluminium planes that slice through steel structured towers completely intact without a single piece of fuselage, wing tip or tail section being ripped off on contact, while the nose cone exits the other side making these towers appear as if they were made of butter...if you believe this is possible or wonder why no whistle blowers have simply used

Read more

Reply •

mycamero11 5 years ago

Oh and trust me, you don't want me to join... I will only piss people off who come up with these crazy brained conspiracy theories. I wouldn't be able to keep my mouth shut! lol. I will admit though, there are some VERY questionable things that I believe went down but I can't sit here and think the entire thing was all a complete hoax and that it never happened.

Reply •

simonshack 5 years ago

Mycamero, no one here is trying to 'preach' to you -or anyone else- and your personal 'take' regarding the 9/11 events is free for you to uphold.

My approach to studying 9/11 has been to examine in empirical fashion the available imagery of that day. Thus, it is not a "theory" - but quite simply an analysis of the visual & audio records released by the media. It is therefore a fact-based study - insofar that TV newscasts are meant to be facts submitted to the people.

septemberclues.info

Reply •

hezbollah shia 5 years ago

i could tell bob was fake crying the second i saw it

Reply •

Erik Mansfield 5 years ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQimoE
Erik Manseld
5 years ago
What is impressive to me is that I always thought 9-11 was an inside job, and I also believed that there was never a plane in Pitt or Pentagon. But I scoffed at those who said "no planes" anywhere, surely there were too many witnesses in NYC at the time, right? No way they could pull THAT off, right? Then I saw "September Clues" and it f*cking blew me away.

Reply •

Thomas Grön
5 years ago
Re LYING WITH PIXELS
There's a large number of PATENTS from around 2000 that are very interesting concerning 9/11
PATENT 5745126
Read more

Reply •

Thomas Grön
5 years ago
9/11 was an illusion nothing is real
Read LYING WITH PIXELS(2000) befor comment!
James Currier is convinced that real-time video manipulation will, or already is in the hands of the military and intelligence communities
Read more

Reply •

theCRMartin11
5 years ago
do you have additional info about 90's patents of technic to make insertion of static or moving images into live broadcast? Thanks in advance

Reply •

theCRMartin11
5 years ago
I think tinyurl.com/THEJUMPERS and tinyurl.com/FALLINGMANcf have been removed. I cannot find links. Can you please include a working link? Have you done analysis on the jumpers bodies who hit the pavement? Are all the images of blood, gore and body parts faked too? I haven't seen analysis on jumpers remains anywhere.

Reply •

MultiShawnt
5 years ago
------GRINNING------

Reply •

simonshack
5 years ago
The CIA-trained actors Bob, Donna and Deena all have the same job. Some are cast as "truthers" - some as simple housewives. Simple, really. 9/11 was a psyop. By definition, psyops aim to confuse the public about who's who - and about what exactly is going on. It takes time and patience to realize this, but anyone can do it. A good start to do so - if I may suggest - is to follow our collective research at Cluesforum(dot)info. Also, please read my article at: tinyurl.com/DECONSTRUCTING911
Show less

Reply •

luapjb
5 years ago
I'm confused by all this, some of these family members are part of the truth movement and others are clearly holding up the lie like the last women, "Tom's wife". Most of your stuff is great, like September Clues. Are you getting confused about these people or are there actually some actors involved in the truth movement to create hysteria?

Reply •

luapjb
5 years ago
Bob McIlvaine is now demanding the truth, I'm not sure why he'd be a paid actor if he was demanding a new investigation with the wearechange group.

Reply •

Thomas Grön
5 years ago
SEARCH=LYING WITH PIXELS AUG/2000
Seeing may no longer be believing, Norman Winarsky, corporate vice president for IT at Sarnoff "You may not know what to trust Haseltine "What used to take an hour [per video frame] can be done in a sixtieth of a

Read more

Reply •
We are TRULY living in MATRIX!!

In late 90s PATENTS of technic to make insertion of static or moving images into LIVE VIDEO BROADCAST making the inserted images look real at home!! Computers made it almost impossible to see difference between fake or real movies! But several movies of plane crashing are obvious fake.

But all that doesn't matter! 50% of voters voted on Bush and they will never confess they got fooled twice, election & 9/11.

If I don't know about it, it doesn't exist! Head in sand!

Lmao, i doubt the building was empty but i know how it goes hearSAY, i heard people saying they know people that know people that was in the buildings that died etc i have heard it all i am Vanessa even if i am dumbasses or the masses of sheep, the fact that they fooled the masses stripped more of their freedom and they are happy, i guess freedom for safety is

2 airplanes but 3 buildings turned into dust. Something doesn't add up.

yeah Mcilvaine seems like a SPOOK and his NY accent is heavier at certain times than others, guess he wasn't the star pupil at the DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE, right Spook??

"The size of the lie is a definite factor in causing it to be believed, because the vast masses of a nation are in the depths of their hearts more easily deceived than they are consciously and intentionally bad. The primitive simplicity of their minds renders them more easy victims of a big lie than a small one, because they themselves often tell little lies but would be ashamed to tell big ones.

- Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf"

"Terrorism is the best political weapon for nothing drives people harder than a fear of sudden death."

- Adolf Hitler

Not everything is a freaking illusion, buddy - yet 9/11 certainly was, and a particularly insidious and multi-faceted one: it appears that its aftermath/ cover-up is being maintained with a 'hearsay mechanism', spreading rumors in many spheres of society which even innocent people keep diffusing unwittingly. The person you mention is not

Simon? If I know someone who says they knew Vanessa Langer - Can this person be trusted? Is Vanessa even a real person? This person says they knew she worked in WTC and does not want to hear the fact that 9/11 is a complete hoax. Now I don't know what to think. Is every freakin thing an illusion? Geez!
Oh, so they were all staged? So the actors just willingly let themselves die at Fort Hood, Giffords let Loughner shoot her in the head, and the 6 others that died let him shoot them, including that little girl? Everyone in the theatre let James Holmes shoot them? Do you have any idea how silly you sound? The trials for these murderers are an elaborate scheme.

Every existing image (stills + videos) of ‘people jumping from the WTC’ has been thoroughly dissected/analyzed in every imaginable way. ALL have been conclusively exposed as digital forgeries:

tinyurl.com/THET JUMPERS

tinyurl.com/FALLINGMANcf

Also, I am pretty sure all those bodies jumping out of the buildings were not fake. Do you think they were plastic crash dummies or something? Sorry but real people died and that is the ONLY FACT that there is about this whole mess! Everything else is just a matter of opinion.

11 years later I am sure someone with ANY type of emotion would have spoken out by now if all that is true especially if they were just regular people just paid to act as a loved one. Eventually someone would have cracked by now!

The occult truth is right they are staging horrific shootings to try & take the guns out the Americans hands! Wake up America.

Cancer is another racket, look up the 1931 Nobel Prize in Medicine, cancer is fermentation of cells is and is naturally prevented by eating the pits of apricots, peaches or other amygdalins (B17/laetrile)

Great video. Many people cannot handle the truth that it was a hoax and relatively a simpler reality compared to what the media told people and can’t see reality for what it is. I have come to conclude the media is there to create a violent reality to fragment our reality and hold us captive using perceived violence to force our psyche to accept the false world.

That’s so sweet of you to care for my work - and its diffusion. Thank you. But see, I’ve lost loved ones too - and that doesn’t stop me from calling out the fake terror attacks of this world. As long as people will keep falling for those media-peddled fairy tales, I'll keep doing what I do: calling out the bullshit. I couldn't care less about hurting the feelings of those.

Look, Simon, you may be correct - but I suggest approaching it a little differently - at least with respect to the emotional response. People who have lost loved ones (under any scenario) are likely to stop watching if they feel that the recurring emotional response itself is being mocked - because it is something they can relate to. Time helps to heal wounds.

"Turn off many people?" From what? From the full truth?
Simon, I am a fan of many of your 911 videos but this one (at least up to about the halfway point that I watched) appears overly cynical to anyone who has lost a loved one. My spouse died quite a few years ago (of cancer) and even now certain memories, if I voice them can bring back an intense emotional response. Although you do make a good point

Nico Haupt and the Webairy are both, I'm afraid, real people. They were most likely selected - ever since day one - for their kooky ways and looks, in order to 'lead' but ultimately discredit the TV-fakery/No-Plane paradigm which the perps KNEW was bound to be (seriously) exposed one day. It looks like they were 'retired', as the taboo No Victims paradigm was expounded at Cluesforum. Presumably, to gatekeep for the Victim findings was just not part of their contract.

So, then, Nico Haupt made it all up and never met any 'Dan Wallace'? What about the Webfairy? I thought she was indeed authentic.

What about Izabeth Glick? She had a daughter with Jeremy glick who died on flight 93, he also had many friends? Are you saying that he never existed? And that all his friends and family are all actors? If she's not Izabeth glick and all of these people aren't who they say they are then who are they? Surely people in the public would recognise them as being

Exactly. The "9/11 Commission Report" was precisely "demanded", "monitored" and "criticized" by fake relatives of fake victims, as the infamous "Jersey Girls" and the "9/11 Family Steering Committee", with Ashley, Fletcher and co (they didn't criticize, however, the creation of the Department of Homeland Security and the pass of all the "anti-terrorist"

Hi there. What can you tell us about Dan Wallace, then?

Dear korgho5757, It actually makes perfect sense that these actors are cast in the role of "Bush-bashers". After all, they need to gain 'street-cred' WITHIN THE 9/11 TRUTHER CIRCLES. Their angry stance as 'embittered family members of 9/11 victims" also gives the mainstream news media (who often promote their 'weep shows') a perfect opportunity to uphold the (phony) notion of the '3000 victims of 9/11'.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQtmoE
Gregor Samsa 5 years ago

"TAKE 4" for Donna Marsh O'Connor: watch?v=QZ19EIJ-Sn7c&feature=related

"TAKE 5" for Donna Marsh O'Connor (angry mode): watch?v=A_NmRhwfqm0

Reply •

Yatukih001 5 years ago

It appears to me that if the official explanation for 9 - 11 was a living being , if it got hit , it'd hurt........

Reply •

simonshack 5 years ago

It is impossible for a carnage to take place without any people being around. We now know the WTC only had a handful of (complicit) "Wall Street" tenants such as Cantor Fitzgerald, Morgan Stanley, Marsh Mc Lellan, Eurobrokers. etc - whose supposed employees were made up out of thin air with a phony digital database. FACT : the 1993 bombing provided a pretext to relocate outside the WTC all the former 350 WTC tenants (50.000 workers):

tinyurl . com / WTC-TENANTS-RELOCATED (remove spaces)

Show less

Reply •

simonshack 5 years ago

Nah. The NYFD had no business to do at the demolition site. The alleged 343 reghter victims are, they also, only fictitious entities generated by a computer database.

I f you wonder about the available imagery of firefighters walking around the ground zero rubble, please do a google search for:

THE HEROIC FIREFIGHTERS CLUESFORUM

Show less

Reply •

Jordi Smulders 5 years ago

I'm just curious, how this works. How you see this. There is footage were you can see the jumpers on the ground, pretty graphic. No still shots, video. Also when they are in the lobby, all firemen say there are falling bodys on top of them, you hear the loud bangs. There is even footage of a guy screaming. All different footage, different persons. Maybe the stills
Their acting is so shit, I can do better than that. And to think that so many people actually believe that a plane went in the building. Nowadays it is, you have to see to believe, if you did not see, fuck off and don't tell me it happened when you weren't even there.

Babyhorse6 5 years ago
I came here from cluesforum. Unreal. The idea of the victims not even being real hadn't occurred to me until I kept looking. Interesting concept. I will be digging further into this idea. I have a hard time wrapping my mind around it this huge, not that I'm saying it is impossible, just that it is hard to comprehend. There really is some shitty acting though.

Reply •

Babyhorse6 5 years ago
I came here from cluesforum. Unreal. The idea of the victims not even being real hadn't occurred to me until I kept looking. Interesting concept. I will be digging further into this idea. I have a hard time wrapping my mind around it this huge, not that I'm saying it is impossible, just that it is hard to comprehend. There really is some shitty acting though.

Reply •

Simonshack 5 years ago
No, they are not holographic images. Just plain, old-fashioned CGI.

It is frankly quite astounding to me that - with all the CGI & special fx we've seen in hundreds of Hollywood movies - there should be any difficulty for people to wrap their heads around this. I guess that the many (lousy) actors playing "eyewitnesses to the event" on TV did a pretty decent job after all - to implant the notion of 'planes and 'jumpers' in people's minds.

Show less

Reply •

Simonshack 5 years ago
All the available "jumper" imagery (still photos & videos) has been analyzed and dissected in every imaginable way - for several years now - and been conclusively proven to be digital forgeries:

A brief summary: tinyurl.com/THEJUMPERS (remove all spaces)
Full research: tinyurl.com/FALLINGMANcf

The notion that "200 people jumped to their death" was scripted for shock-and-awe effect - and to engrave in our minds the illusion that there were people inside the towers that morning.

Show less

Reply •

Gregg Nelson 5 years ago
If nobody was in the towers then who are all the people you see in the videos & the people jumping? This is just moronic

Reply •

Dr Death 5 years ago
The worst "actor" in the 9-11 Lie was the alleged "Firefighter" who had allegedly been "working all day and into the night" and described the carnage and mess... and yet he's as clean as if he just put his gear on first thing in the morning. You can find that video here on YT too. Such a tragedy that so many people bought into this total horseshit. But... like

Reply •

Simonshack 5 years ago
Oh, do you? Would you mind checking out if your friends / acquaintances have any confirmed death certificates on file - and then come back to us?

tinyurl.com/salemnewsarticle
tinyurl.com/whyare3000missing

Show less

Reply •

Deethebee83 5 years ago
What I don't understand is that if these people are all actors, there must be people in their lives who know them or have met them and would come forward to expose them as actors? I mean how can you possibly keep everyone who's ever met you quiet? I don't even see why friends and family would all go along with the lie.

Reply •

Pamela Zack 5 years ago
I know many dead from buildings they died they are dead...

Reply •

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQtmoE
XQ8911 5 years ago

What was your mother's friend's son's name? And the name of the alleged husband who was lost? Please have those family members come forward here and share their stories. I'll go grab my popcorn.

Reply •

Kevin_Drags 5 years ago

what the fuck... Maybe there was some conspiracy, I have no evidence to prove it wasn't. But my mother's friend lost her son, another lost her husband. My dad is a NYC firefighter. To say there were no victims is incredibly mind numbingly ignorant. I don't think it's evidence when someone cries after talking about a loved one who died.

I stopped watching after I read "Did anyone die on 9/11?" The answer is yes. Show less

Reply •

FEARLESS11am 5 years ago

You can't deny this proof. If you do then you truly do not want the truth and are covering up for the government. 9/11 was the top grossing movie of all time. When someone in America dies it gets entered into the SSDI. They also have a death certificate issued. For September 11th 2001 all those ppl should appear in the SSDI. Well out of the 3000 people

Reply •

Daniel Noel 5 years ago

Isn't the 9/11 reality is more ctional than ction?

Fortunately, 9/11's bottom line is its remarkably global, persisting, cross-disciplinary, self-healing censorship by myriads of anti-necon leaders who sent their gullible followers on wild goose chases after the wars and other nefarious 9/11-inspired policies. Irrespective of what exactly is true or false in the official 9/11 myth, activism on the censorship has a solid footing.

Love,

Show less

Reply •

simonshack 5 years ago

Charlie Sheen is cast by the 9/11 "Hollywood" propaganda dept. as an off-putting example of a 'nutty conspiracy-theorist'-cum-alcoholic-wife-beater. Do you think any Americans wish to resemble him? If not, can you see how this works?

As for the other cointelpro clown (playing a more complex/insidious role in this affair), please do a search for [ Ace Baker top plagiarist cluesforum ] to get a hang of his more specific, TV-fakery gatekeeping role.

Show less

Reply •

iWillWakeYouUp 5 years ago

Did anyone notice the anomalies in the last (blonde) woman's eyes? They looked odd... the pupils looked kinda like slits, or triangular.

Just another reptilian-human hybrid working on the 911 deception?

Reply •

iWillWakeYouUp 5 years ago

You don't really understand the scale of MASS-rituals. It's not necessarily about people dying... it's about the energy that's created by the ritual. And, of course, about the consequences (waging war etc.).

The control system has all resources and tools it needs to dupe and control us.

Reply •

GECHYA4BRAINZBLEWNO 5 years ago

@simonshack google documenting reality wtc jumpers tell me how that video is fake i wanna know

Reply •
would have been extremely foolish - and a quite sly, self-inflicted aggravation for the perps to mass murder 3000 NYC office workers. All the historical tenants of the Twin Towers were, as documented in Eric Darton’s 1999 book Divided We Stand “displaced and relocated outside the WTC” - following the first 1993 “Al-Qaeda” bombing of the WTC garage.

tinyurl.com/WTC-TENANTS-RELOCATED
Show less

JacquesBeard 6 years ago
Pigs in the Parlour brought me to your uploads, great stuff.

Raffaele 6 years ago
In Italy media corporations have used the same trick about Costa Concordia disaster, inventing stories of women and men never boarded on the ship and using actors in the tv shows, false scoops, and more...fortunately have been uncovered.

I'm sure that the same tricks have been used about 9/11 tragedy, but I also think that many people really have lost their lives, it's impossible to deny the obvious.

JacquesBeard 6 years ago
@lyricyst You are of course entitled to your own beliefs - and we need not argue at all. Since you are commenting here and appear interested in the subject, I naturally oblige by informing you about the body of research which has been performed to this day - regarding the alleged 'victims' of 9/11. Hope you don't mind me suggesting you to enter my website

JacquesBeard 6 years ago
@lyricyst Perhaps you can explain why only 405 deaths were recorded in the entire State of New York, on September 11, 2001? Also, an average of 6200 people die every day in the USA. One would therefore reasonably expect official records to have a figure of 9000 (or thereabouts ) for 9/11. Yet, 'only' 6298 are listed in the Death Master File for that day. Please do a google search for: WHY ARE 3,000 9/11 VICTIMS MISSING FROM FEDERAL DEATH REGISTRY?
Show less

DizzyEinstein 6 years ago
There was a time when the "stars & stripes" was a flag,now it's just a good old fashioned blindfold.

Xander Taylor 6 years ago
Watch 8:56, where Tom Burnett's "wife" gives Maria Schriver a little grin before she pretend-frowns.

awakenlilrabbit 6 years ago
@NataliaMurad1 perhaps stick to makeup tutorials

awakenlilrabbit 6 years ago
@LifePsyop and next to the undamaged engine that left no mark on the concrete or steel posts on street level. Amazing - what a truly magical day

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQtmOE
like the only real investigator, but then I realized if all the photos are fake and videos how can you investigate if you didn't see the whole thing in person not on TV lol. I guess someone is gonna have to do some serious debunk on every single part of September.

Gregor Samsa 6 years ago
Fetal bones recollected from inside the corpse of a pregnant woman in the middle of a 100+ storey-building debris and dust and perfectly identified? But how can you identify a bone of a fetus that is not yet born in such a mess?

Liquidsnake132 6 years ago
@simonshack WOW thats just crazy. I looked at all the documentaries and Dr. judy seems like the only real investigator, but then I realized if all the photos are fake and videos how can you investigate if you didn't see the whole thing in person not on TV lol. I guess someone is gonna have to do some serious debunk on every single part of September.

Gregor Samsa 6 years ago
Fetal bones recollected from inside the corpse of a pregnant woman in the middle of a 100+ storey-building debris and dust and perfectly identified? But how can you identify a bone of a fetus that is not yet born in such a mess?

Reply • 1

simonshack 6 years ago
@Liquidsnake132 It may sound crazy - but on the strenght of almost 5 years of researching every single piece of 9/11 imagery (photo & video), my best answer would be: No.

Reply •

Liquidsnake132 6 years ago
Is there any real footage of anything on 9/11 that's not fake?

Reply •

intlkeyboards 6 years ago
Great video and fascinating. Any explanation of 9/11 is difficult to accept (official or alternative), but this one makes the most sense I've seen yet.

Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
Nope. Please look up this: tinyurl.com/32l9seb (remove all spaces) (many thanks to KamKrzem for making that tinyurl!)

Reply •

MerkNationRAIDER 6 years ago
@NataliaMurad1 they mean the people in the planes are fake not the people in the towers

Reply •

itsjustnatalia 6 years ago
@KamKrzem So basically what you're trying to tell me is that the people who died on 9/11 were fake?

Reply •

Sandra Angel 6 years ago
if these are actors and actresses why are they saying..."tell us the truth"..."my son was murdered and bring those to justice"...why are they going against bush...what are they trying to us believe if they are actors?? im not saying i believe they are real but i knw its all fake but why come out wanting the truth to 9/11??

Reply •

itsjustnatalia 6 years ago
This is ridiculous. Do you have no respect for the people who died or their families?

Reply •

supafuckinsexy 6 years ago
@simonshack okay fair enough, I understand it now, it has to be evened out or it seems less bias on there behalf, if it was bias towards them we would probably be more suspicious so yeah never thought of that one, so she's pretending to hate bush, I'll go with that, although she did sound like a proper truther lol

Reply •

supafuckinsexy 6 years ago
@TheSuperfrickensexy I'm certainly not inclined to be rude with you. I just hope to make you consider that the script (given to the actors contracted for this massive hoax) MUST include being pissed off with Bush and co. In this way, these actors attempt to acquire credibility among the skeptics of the official version of the 9/11 events - just like you and I.

Reply •

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQtm0E
side dude and i probably have a thousand more issues with the 9-11 official story than you can ever dream of but i will and always have done question other truthers on something that doesn't make sense to me. dont be rude with me as im on yours side okay fella. a

supafuckinsexy 6 years ago
@simonshack no no no no no dude, you have no idea who you are dealing with here. I AM THE BIGGEST CONSPIRACY THEORIST ON YOUTUBE, lets just get that straight first of all. i know everything you know inside fucking out and back again okay dude? dya get me? i understand how your saying she would slate bush and win over the public but it does'nt

Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@TheSuperfrickensexy No problem - no need to be sorry. If you don't get the psychological gist involved here, you don't need to be sorry: it probably means that you must be a very nice and normal person without the slightest insight into the intricacies of the vicious tactics of mind control. Good for you!

Reply •

supafuckinsexy 6 years ago
@dapoedog hell im the biggest conspiarcy theorist you'll ever get dude, trust me, just this is stupid. i do believe there were many actors involved in 9-11, as it was a clear inside job, a fucking monkey knows that by now, but i for the life of me cant understand why if she was an actor why would she be slating bush as he would be her employer? she uses the

Reply •

supafuckinsexy 6 years ago
@simonshack okay i'll go with that dude, the mother grieving part seems logical, trying to win over public except for war, other than the part were she has a go at bush, if shes playing a part and supossed to be influencing others, why would they be getting her to slate bush when he is her employer? that clearly makes no sense as presidants always

Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@TheSuperfrickensexy "Why would she say that?" Because that is precisely the role she is being cast in - a grieving mother pissed off at Bush. Psyops like 9/11 are, by definition, "psychological military operations designed to influence the perceptions and attitudes of individuals, groups, and foreign governments." We (the public) are meant to empathize with

Reply •

supafuckinsexy 6 years ago
the women who said fuck george bush is no actor, why would she say that otherwise? it's stupid. i do however belive there were many actors involved in 9-11, just this takes it too far.

Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@AlienVisitor You are fully entitled to hold the belief that some people died on 9/11. However, I would suggest you look into the matter in a thorough, factual and logical way. You may enter my website septemberclues.info and read two articles of mine: "The MEMORIAL SCAMS" and "DECONSTRUCTING 911". Next, you could google "Why are 3,000 people, the MKUltra is another hoax. These people cash their checks like the rest of us, only we have morals! Anyone who can do this willingly, deserves nothing but a rope, or a cell for life at the least! Stop falling for all of their psy-ops. These are the lowest scum
bitemegoogle 6 years ago
Thank you for this and all our videos. Again, I am so angry that people can allow
themselves to deceive the population with such vile hoaxes, that I continue to pray that
these criminals will have to begin looking over their shoulders wherever they go. It blows
me away too, that so many are still in their hypnosis and can't see this garbage for what it
is.
Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@YouGotWoodRolled You are welcome to contact me via Skype ("simon.shack") and have
a chat with me, anytime - and make up your own mind on the basis of our conversation. I
don't believe anyone of the so-called "truth movement" (such as the clowns mentioned by
the poster) will change their minds just because you use a different theory. But you are free
to express your opinions.
Reply •

gabrielsyt 6 years ago
Bob, (is that your real name) how much are you being paid? You are a trained fake. Do you
feel guilty betraying your fellow Americans? What about you Donna? Love that name
Vanessa Lang Langer. Can you please help us know anyone that knew her? Thought so.
Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@TheKILLASHILL Because that is precisely the role they have been cast in. These actors'
specific mission is to stay in the media limelight, impersonating "angry family members,
outraged with Bush administration". This serves a double purpose for the perps:
1) To uphold the idea that people were killed on 9/11 in towers and airplanes.
Read more
Reply •

Inigo37 6 years ago
JEJEJEJE, Ladys and gentleman... and the winer of OSCAR is: NAUDET brothers:
See please: Leslie Raphael. Serendipity.li
Reply •

TheKILLASHILL 6 years ago
Why would these supposedly FAKE victim family members make a TV commercial saying
there is more to the story of 9/11 calling for new attention to look at the governments own
9/11 conspiracy story?
9/11 victims' families (TV commercial) asking for our help!!
rememberbuilding7 (dot) org/10/
Show less
Reply •

Stuart Hollingsead 6 years ago
there is a biological fact about crying. the tears drain through the lacrimal duct into the
nassal passage where they drain down the throat. the effect of this biological fact. you
swallow when you cry. you swallow ALOT. if it is not true tears the actor will not swallow.
check it out for yourself. do these people swallow or not?
Reply •

aburgheim 6 years ago
@simonshack Come on!! You can hardly blame a guy weeping when trying to talk about
his son. Of course its a bit uncommon what is happening with him but so is his
circumstance - talking in front of large numbers of people about the death of a loved one
BTW by sources i mean what proof do you have when you say he did not have a son.
Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@aburgheim You're welcome. "What's my source" Hard to tell what you mean by that,
champ... If you refer to the sources of McIlvaine's countless sobbing acts, I don't suppose
you are suspecting me of making them up, are you? As it is, Bob has recently performed
this act on several more occasions around the world - weeping on cue as soon as he

aburgheim 6 years ago
@simonshack Thank you!! What's your source btw??
Reply •
Oh, well...I knew some nerd would - sooner or later - type what you just typed. Congratulations, aburgheim! You win my "Lamest Comment of the Year" award.

@aburgheim
To accuse Bob McIlvaine of being an actor and claiming he did not lose his son on 9/11 is like denying the holocaust!! You are sick people!!

@NasirAyaanle
Stupid video. Should be removed on you tube. These people's family died and tour stupid video doesn't make sense at all. Idiot.

@simonshack
@Souf free 2008 you say: 'Maybe not even near 3000'
So let's say only 1000 people died. Can you imagine what would happen if these 1000 grieving families suddenly realized that the other 2000 are fictitious?

@simonshack
@mrstaffytoots Perhaps because there are no victims' families. Perhaps there were no victims on 9/11. Perhaps the towers were rigged for demolition well before 9/11 - and no one was let into the towers that morning. Please do a google search for "Why are 3000 9/11 victims missing from federal death registry?"

@mrstaffytoots
why aren't the families suing over these false people?

@ssssjjjj
!!!!!! watch this youtube vid please !!!!!!! NYPD POLICE TRANSMISSION MURAL VAN MOSSAD...be sure and watch the whole 7 mins...it is proof positive.

@tsharpmac420
that dude is a stupid pussy bitch if he cracks up like that every single time he talks about his murdered 'son'. If he is being serious he needs to seek therapy because that kind of shit is not a natural part of the grieving process.

@SAMFICOM
8:54 to 8:55 a smile...

@simonshack
@Guzluvtaco8
Considering the way humanity is behaving presently, to call me "inhumane" is quite flattering - thank you. My two dogs are infinitely nicer, compassionate and harmless than any of the so-called 'human beings' that planned the wretched 9/11 hoax.

@Guzluvtaco8
You are one of the most inhumane people in the world, there is no lie, there is no inside job, you weren't there when 9/11 happened so you shouldn't be saying anything that you aren't sure off.

@Simshack
Hmmm...You don't seem to have grasped the issue here: Bob McIlvaine is employed by the 9/11 goons (Bush and co) to impersonate a "grieving family member who is angry about the way Bush handled it all". Since the whole idea of the 9/11 hoax was to simulate a terror attack which killed 3000 people (or so), the 9/11 goons HAD to employ a
Saratini11 6 years ago
Bob McIlvaine, does NOT believe the 9/11 hoax, his son died in the lobby of the building from an inside explosion; search youtube/google for Bob McIlvaine on Alex Jones

Reply •

420lse 6 years ago
Dr. Michael Lemole (Giffords shooting) and Thomas Burnett are the same person. Also, the fort hood shooter.

Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@raffy7990 The figure Rumsfeld stated was 'lost' by the Pentagon (on September 10, 2001) was actually $2.3 trillion dollars. More than enough to pay for the 9/11 PsyOp expenses, what with the made-for-TV Hollywood-animated movie - and plenty left to cover the lifelong wages of the few dozen actors (such as Bob McIlviane and Donna Marsh O'Connor) who

Reply •

sartainamiracle 6 years ago
Horrible parents. My mom had literally thousands of pictures of all her kids from birth to graduation and beyond, kept them all in albums and boxes. These people only managed to take one or two over the course of their childrens' lives?

Reply •

sartainamiracle 6 years ago
The only thing that gives me a little bit of pleasure is knowing that every single person responsible for and complicit in this whole thing and everything that has followed, will burn in hell with their father for eternity when they finally stop polluting this world with their disgusting presence.

Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@rtdnan Lol! Hope that was sarcasm, dear rtdnan!

Reply •

rtdnan 6 years ago
@salemthemerlless The SSDI's data does not show 3,000+ deaths that day since many of the people who worked in the towers were NOT US CITIZENS, didn't even have green cards or visas - they were ILLEGAL ALIENS!!

Reply •

rtdnan 6 years ago
@124anya Good one. I caught that too. How could they find fetal bones when everything was vaporized! I had a cousin who disappeared in NYC on 9/11. His family was told that he was in one of the towers when it came down. No way that happened. He had no reason to be there. NYPD closed the case before even investigating the possibility that he

Reply •

124anya 6 years ago
@salemthemerlless It's ALL a big play... Pick your part...

Reply •

124anya 6 years ago
I remember some of this stuff. Like in one of the phone calls and one in particular, where the caller stated on the phone 'mom, this is Mark Bingham.' LOL! My sons never give me their last names when they call...

Reply •

124anya 6 years ago
They found "fetal bones" in a building that was melted and a passport on the sidewalk?

LOL!

Reply •

gabrielsyt 6 years ago
How much are you paid to be an actor Bob? Is your real name Bob?

Reply •
the victims cry incessantly but that doesn't really say anything. The fact that the SSDI's data does not show 3,000+ deaths that day is a red flag. Has there been a background check on these mourners? Couldn't they be investigated to check the validity of their

Reply •

This raises a big question, how many of the flight manifests frauds and fakes? Where were all of the families and friends of the 3 inbound flights going to LAX? People didn't know that, that three of the planes involved in the "attacks" were heading for LA California. But strangely no one was waiting at the LAX airport, unless they were all sitting in the Bar:

Reply •

how about all the victims got shipped somewhere else another country. And CIA FBI or black water are keeping them hostage somewhere, you never no and nobody died. There just in another country and not allowed to come home. a secret military base somewhere. How can you trust the government they strangers? do you trust strangers people

Reply •

This is really hursh i have seen alot of 911 tributes but this is Waow

Reply •

so who did this then Muslims you fuckn jew bag they were fine and no 1 ever herd of them only in holly wood movies and 911 i wonder y i know muslem s people there good hard working people but the only jew i ever seen was on tv and the holohox and movies there so fuckt up there satins children no other word for it

Reply •

I will gladly answer to your 2 questions:
1. There were no '3000' people in the towers. The ones you can find in the many 9/11 memorials are just digitally-generated, fictitious identities. A few of of them may perhaps have existed and have been given new identities. The few "family members" (about 50 or so) we ALWAYS see in the news are all actors.
2. The government doesn't need to keep quiet either unexisting people - or anyone who profits from participating in the scam.

Reply •

Bob McIlvaine, "It's not about Racism; it's not about anti-Semitism, I want the truth" OH BROTHER

Reply •

ApeAlchemist 6 years ago
@simonshack
1:31:20 - youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=8XRMrMdn0NQ#t=5481s

Reply •

Where you there? Did you see people falling with your own eyes?

Reply •

All the available images (photo & video) of 'people jumping from the towers' have been
A brief overview:

tinyurl.com/THE JUMPERS (remove all spaces)

The extended research at Cluesforum.info:
tinyurl.com/FALLINGMANc (remove all spaces)

Show less

simplyroxyful 6 years ago

The U.S government could have gone to war without all the trouble of faking 911. These 911 conspiracy videos are exciting viewing, but none are true. I may be wrong but I doubt it.

Reply

ApeAlchemist 6 years ago

holy crap i just saw one of the actors with a crying routine on a truth dvd called Zero: Investigation into 911

what in the !#$%

Reply

Kam Majid 6 years ago

@simonshack so what your saying is all these reports about 3000 people dying are fake? yeah you could be right mate... cuz the bodies were found were only 300 out of 3000... or you could be wrong based on what i saw people falling from windows... how could that be fake? hundreds watched that including millions on TV... people falling like leaves and

Reply

simonshack 6 years ago

@kamdevil
Please provide solid proof of anyone losing his/her life on 9/11. Make sure that any evidence you may submit doesn't originate from ANY mainstream media source.

Reply

jake elrod 6 years ago

haha yeah right the first lesson in acting class isn't even close to learning to cry....fail

Reply

Kam Majid 6 years ago

this could be fake but there were lives lost in that day... Bob might be one of those fakers who faked 9/11 some even been caught like Tania Head... so many stories have been told so many lies have been covered that day

Reply

Duckyistrippin 6 years ago

The picture fraud thing. Wow. Some of these are so blatantly photoshopped its downright frightening. The sob stories, fake victims. Amazing, pure genius. This is the sort of thing I would expect from the brain trust of America. Ever notice how the people in the towers that would be missed {high

Reply

Dana Sutton 6 years ago

Interesting. I believe the JFK assassination Warren Report was a lie. If the powers that be can kill a president and get away with it maybe 911 is also a lie.

Reply

El Quinto Poder 6 years ago

It's interesting what you show in all your investigation. But I've seen some errors of assessment.

Reply

simonshack 6 years ago

@AlimD7 I do not pretend to have all of the answers. I know that the top brass at FOX, ABC, CNN, NBC, CBS were in on it. What more do we really need to know? Let's take it from there.

In September Clues (2007) I briefly speculated that an AGM missile could have been used (for WTC2 only) to generate a number of witnesses that saw some sort of winged, airborne
Very simply because both of them are in the business of gatekeeping.

If she were on the 93rd Floor of the south tower, how is it that the pathologist examined the "fetal bones of her baby. Judging by the condition of the building, i.e. pulverized, and the testimony of persons present who said that no bodies were found, other than those who were already on the ground when the building fell, how could a pathologist examined the

You have sent me a PM saying you personally knew 12 people who died. Before I can start to take you seriously you will have to provide me with your full name (I am not asking you to do so here - only in a PM). There should be no reason why you should hide behind your "The Genius X" YouTube moniker. You should have nothing to be worried about - since you are clearly backing the official tale of 9/11. Btw, NONE of the supposed 9/11 victims you mentioned are to be found in the SSDI.

For clarifications, please go to septemberclues.info Enter the site and read all about the phony 9/11 memorials. You may start with these 2 articles:

"The Memorial Scams"
and
"Deconstructing 9/11"

Enjoy the read! :)

Wait... I'm confused. Do you think it was or wasn't an inside job?? And also... Do you think that people really died... Or that allllll the death reported from those attacks is just a bunch of fake propaganda?? -- Seriously, after reading what you wrote & watching video, I really can't tell... ?? :/

@7:28 good stuff, put it on the charger

hey simon these type of videos always get some dislikes even though there is nothing wrong with them.

Revelation, this is but the tip of the iceberg. Pls see my vids, on the TRUTH ABOUT 9/11 series. You might call this a hellacious practical joke... one guy came up with 117 reasons he's a non-planer. I'll stand on one reason: not once—not once IN TEN YEARS! has any network run a slo-motion, zoom-in, of the fantasy planes. Friend, this is real and the risk too great to use anything but a ready-made movie of "planes". (P.S. on my vids, any impolite commenters get blocked.)

So, according to you, I am "an idiot" and "full of shit". Wouldn't this violate your own
There are four high standards of conduct when it comes to language: vulgar, rude, crude, offensive, course language will be deleted and users will be terminated.

I actually agree with those standards of conduct, mate. However, you should check your spelling: it's spelled "coarse" (not "course") and "users" (not "user's").

--

simonshack 6 years ago

@310revelation
Richard Gage's A&E is the best-funded 9/11 gatekeeping organization of all. It makes perfect sense for Bob McIlvaine to be working for them. I once contacted Gage to make him aware that the WTC1 collapse imagery (as aired live on CNN) completely contradicted his website's article on the subject. Gage's only (and rapid) 'response' was to simply delete that longstanding article.

Calling me an idiot doesn't make you right - and certainly doesn't make you sound very smart.

--

310revelation 6 years ago

You claim that Bob is an actor yet he's one of the family members who's been working with A&E for 9/11 truth in order to help get a new investigation into the attacks. He's appeared on national TV several times talking about the controlled demolition of building 7. Who would he be doing all that if he was a paid actor? Go to hell you no-planer idiot!

--

3089280288 6 years ago

Are you talking about the ones in the buildings or the plane?

--

cwdoran 6 years ago

I would like to see you locked in a room with all these fake victims relatives so you could show them your video and experience their fake contrived anger.

--

no dot 6 years ago

I have had alot of questions for the past few years concerning the conspiracies from 9/11...after visiting your website I think they have all been cleared up. I appreciate the time you have taken into trying to give the people who are searching for a better understanding of what really happened that day the opportunity to see it first hand from your research. I

--

berrycurt 6 years ago

I wonder if this guy at the start of this video was hypnotized. Because every time he says he lost his son he gets all choked up.

--

Kc Taylor 6 years ago

Can someone tell me if the pictures of these people are actually alive? since the parents are actors.

--

Nolom Ebal 6 years ago

@Dchatman16 I noticed that also. And when she was asked "what would Tom think," she almost (I mean did) lose her composure. She looked down, grinned, and had to choke back laughter. What's up with that? Maybe, just maybe...Why YES!!! That 3rd child was conceived from an affair she had with...
Nolom Ebal 6 years ago
@Dchatman16: I noticed that also. And when she was asked "what would Tom think," she almost (I mean did) lose her composure. She looked down, grinned, and had to choke back laughter. What's up with that? Maybe, just maybe...Why YES!!! That 3rd child was conceived from an affair she had with... Read more

Nolom Ebal 6 years ago
@Dchatman16: I noticed that also. And when she was asked "what would Tom think," she almost (I mean did) lose her composure. She looked down, grinned, and had to choke back laughter. What's up with that?

Nolom Ebal 6 years ago
@LadyGreen87 OK Donna, if you say so.

simonshack 6 years ago
@GeeCoach35 Please go to Septemberclues.info - you'll find all relevant info there. Here's a direct link to a page of the website describing how the 9/11 "victims" were crafted: tinyurl.com/MEMSCAMS (remove all spaces)

SuperOmmcron 6 years ago
@chalichal7 .. i agreed with controlled opposition, so what was it really? An intelligence operation? Flight 93 was a hoax, obviously, and so was Pentagon 77...so then the WTC planes were remote controlled? were they missiles, or did just bombs go off.....to note; was Airplane wreckage found at WTC 1 or 2?'

SuperOmmcron 6 years ago
@simonshack ...I understand your view, but why the suspicious deaths that followed 9.11? Barry Jennings, the Fmr. N.Y. Housing Authority Emergency Coordinator, the Beverly Eckert (who had "My silence cannot be bought" on salon.com) and ended up killed in a flight 3407, only a week after meeting Obama( trying to get momentum for another 9/11 investigation). Then Victims lawyer Michael Donovan (who wanted to help the victims receive compensation) - what of the lawsuit v. the Saudi Royal Family?

John Doe 6 years ago
british tv was absolutley full of 9/11 anniversary propaganda all aimed at showing the story from the alleged families of the vicims and actors claiming to have witnessed the whole thing unfold before their eyes,hours and hours of emotional physcology aimed at reinforcing the 9/11 bull into the publics physche but as expected they stayed well clear of showing much of the amateurish cgi "plane" impacts.....can't have any more people asking questions can they...bastards...

no planes on 9/11

satchfan2010 6 years ago
9/11 =inside job. Watch "explosive evidence" on YouTube.

John Sumrall Jr 6 years ago
at 8:59. the actress shape shifts into a deceiver. you can see it in her eyes look closely
Konstance Karr 6 years ago
I've recently learned that there were not planes that hit the twin towers, but missiles, from the September Clues film.

However, this is the first time I've heard that the buildings were totally evacuated before their destruction.

First time to hear about victims' families being actors.

My questions are: Where did the 3,000 people go that were IN the towers? And how is the US government keeping THEM quiet?

TY

Show less

B Rotten 6 years ago
A LOT of people died! Planes hit! The buildings fell! Most of this is straight bullshit! ShackFuckers...fuck off!

War is Peace

2Trueforyouu 6 years ago
Yes Simon, go make a Doco on this! Like your other brainwashed shack fuckers too, and see how that goes down! Come on then? Lets see the proof? I'd love to see it!

@wangtangkiki Neither Bob nor Donna are showing any insubordination at all: they are simply enacting a script specifically designed to have them credibly showcased at every possible "9/11 truther" meet-up. If the script didn't include the notion that 'they are very angry with Bush & co', there would be no plausible motive for them to hang out with the people that paid them.

@911patagonia Why would he join the 9/11 truthers if he was a paid actor? Apparently if 9/11 was a hoax.. clearly the government that 'hired' him know what the Truthers are saying is true.. So why would they not just shut up Bob? If he was apparently paid to be an actor, why would he show any insubordination to the people that paid him? He would be.

I have done so on my website. Please read all the articles there:

Then please explain why these "fake" planes were videotaped and photographed from every imaginable angle.

Your hope better be right without a shadow of the doubt, because if not you are hurting a poor old man who is a victim of this tragedy whose son has died
Good - you just described the role Bob McIlvaine has been cast in. No one would pay him any attention to him if he was sobbing away in anger at Bin Laden and Al Qaeda. How difficult is this to understand?

@BiodegradeableMan Not in the SSDI, that's for sure.

@Nellynoodlebums show some respect to millions of Iraqis dying of hunger, misplaced by american armty. not 3 thousands but million. Another 100 thousand civilians dead. You either show respect for all, or for none. u can't choose and pick which dead people u respect.

@ThePinkLei Try googling: "Why are 3,000 9/11 victims missing from federal death registry?"

Then please watch (on Yotube) "WHERE ARE THE 9/11 VICTIMS": watch?v=vjlkF9DlImI

Lastly - check out the 'vicsim' info on my website: septemberclues.info

@Nellynoodlebums Please watch "WHERE ARE THE 9/11 VICTIMS": watch?v=vjlkF9DlImI

Please read "THE MEMORIAL SCAMS": tinyurl.com/MEMSCAMS (remove spaces)

you say its a hoax..but u talk bad about the people who know it was a hoax and try to stand up and expose the government...that makes no sense

Where is carl lightman when we need him?

I forgot to mention how they fixed up my car, pulling wires under the dash. My neighbor caught one guy and chased him off, and followed him. My neighbor was like, "What's going on? Who was that guy. He was too old to be breaking in cars, and he was dressed real nice, He ran off a few blocks and got into a nice car and drove off."

You forgot to mention how you might accidently be 'heart-attacked'. Stay safe, but keep talking. Have you seen them following you yet? They've followed me 2 distinct time periods. They weren't even very subtle. Then I find out George Bush Sr. was in town, and the 2nd time period I find out Obama was close by in Kansas City. They've
In relation to this video, what does everyone think about the following article from Thomas Hargrove, Scripps Howard News Service Posted August 5, 2011 at 7:42 a.m.?


Show less

Reply •

if your accusations are real you'd not be here to try but underground!

Reply •

i agree with a lot of your work but i interviewed bob mcilvaine and do not believe he is a hired actor. is there any actual evidence that he is not who he says he is? have you contacted merrill lynch about whether bobby worked there and was killed that day? that would be a pretty simple way of proving your point. due diligence. without proof, this

Reply •

@szubanator

No problem.

Please go here:

tinyurl . com / MEMSCAMS
(remove all spaces - and paste in your browser)

Show less

Reply •

@szubanator i dont understand. can you elaborate. not being a dick,jd just want to understand. fill me in

Reply •

@szubanator I suppose you meant to type "Donna Marsh O'Connor" - not "Vanessa Langer" who is Donna's alleged daughter killed on 9/11. So first of all, if you are to opine on this matter, you should pay a little more attention. I am fully aware that this crew of alleged family members (Donna, Bob McIlvaine, the Jersey Girls & co) are loudly voicing their

Reply •

well vanessa langer is pushing for a new investigation so it would appear that she did lose a loved one on 9/11 BUT, doesn't buy the official story. LIKE US!!!!!!! so im gonna say this video is bullshit. Or atleast somewhat bullshit.

Reply •

All existing shots (stills and videos) of the so-called 'jumpers' have been thoroughly analyzed. All have been methodically been exposed as frauds:

tinyurl . com / THEJUMPERS

tinyurl . com / FALLINGMANcf

Read more

Reply •

Checked it out on two windows . I think you're right on. voice analysis should be done. What I don't understand is the purpose of this . People were seen in the towers jumping so where are their families? Did they come forward too?

Reply •

I think I spotted the lady Donna on a diferent vid. Please look at 911-strange footage/mistry white jet frame 1:55. She wears her hair the same, wears the same ring, and has the same accent. Check it out. I will look for your remarks on this vid. My eyes have just been opened to the truth of this subject and I hope I don't accidentaly hang
Dear Emily, you are - by any means - fully entitled to hold your own beliefs. Likewise, so am I - until a REAL and INDEPENDENT investigation gets underway. If it's 'never gonna happen' (as some say), the two of us will just have to agree to disagree. Deal?

Emily Louise Church 6 years ago
@emilylouisechurchos As a full time 9/11 researcher you should know better. So these families are paid by the government? Bob McIlvane is paid by the government to actively campaign for a new investigation into 9/11 along with hundreds of others? Yeah...right.

Emily Louise Church 6 years ago
Are you kidding me? Bob McIlvaine? One of the most outspoken family members for 9/11 truth and you have the audacity to call him an actor? It's people like you and videos like this that prevent us from having a new investigation. Learn the facts about 9/11 instead of your conspiracy bullshit.

Emily Louise Church 6 years ago
Honestly. I can't actually get my head around the fact that you are attacking 9/11 victims families who are actively campaigning for a new investigation calling them actors. It's actually quite sickening.

Emily Louise Church 6 years ago
Are you kidding me? Bob McIlvaine? One of the most outspoken family members for 9/11 truth and you have the audacity to call him an actor? It's people like you and videos like this that prevent us from having a new investigation. Learn the facts about 9/11 instead of your conspiracy bullshit.

azul8811 6 years ago
@MarkB1ngham Pardon me? What does your question have to do with my statement addressed to "subans"? Are you lost, perhaps? Or just very confused?

Emily Louise Church 6 years ago
Honestly. I can't actually get my head around the fact that you are attacking 9/11 victims families who are actively campaigning for a new investigation calling them actors. It's actually quite sickening.

Emily Louise Church 6 years ago
Are you kidding me? Bob McIlvaine? One of the most outspoken family members for 9/11 truth and you have the audacity to call him an actor? It's people like you and videos like this that prevent us from having a new investigation. Learn the facts about 9/11 instead of your conspiracy bullshit.

azul8811 6 years ago
@subans Do you have any idea of the "paper trail" created once a guy applies to the FDNY? It is incredible, and it involves more than just one city agency. Candidate lists are published. The paper trail continues with Personnel, Payroll, Health Services, Div. of Training, etc. F/F have a documented annual evaluations. There is a "Department Order"

Emily Louise Church 6 years ago
Are you kidding me? Bob McIlvaine? One of the most outspoken family members for 9/11 truth and you have the audacity to call him an actor? It's people like you and videos like this that prevent us from having a new investigation. Learn the facts about 9/11 instead of your conspiracy bullshit.

Emily Louise Church 6 years ago
Are you kidding me? Bob McIlvaine? One of the most outspoken family members for 9/11 truth and you have the audacity to call him an actor? It's people like you and videos like this that prevent us from having a new investigation. Learn the facts about 9/11 instead of your conspiracy bullshit.

WavyNibba 6 years ago
@simonshack im sorry i try but i have something called fenylketonuria

WavyNibba 6 years ago
@apierko43 and i'm sorry for swearing at you, its just very sad for me.

WavyNibba 6 years ago
@apierko43 and i'm sorry for swearing at you, its just very sad for me.
@apierko43 I'm sincerely sorry to hear that. It would be a nice way of honoring his memory to spell out his name for everyone to remember him - would you consider doing so?

It would also help in order to get to the bottom of the countless, puzzling problems with Read more

@simonshack ok i think i know where this is going. No passenger planes/jumbo jets hit the twin towers? sheeewwww ok whatever. Have a nice day.

@simonshack Sorry, but it has now been proven in every imaginable way that no passenger planes hit the towers - and please don't try reviving the 'remote-controlled' jumbo theories. Hence, there were no passengers - only fictitious names generated on a digital database. By following this logic, our research has likewise comprehensively discredited the phony 9/11 memorials listing the purported '3000-or-so victims'. There is very little left for us to uncover.

Please go to: septemberclues.info

@simonshack Im not doubting your work. Your vid is very convincing its just that this rabbit hole seems to not have an end or bottom to it. And you only mentioned the real victims briefly as if no one died that day. There is no connect between someone crazy/stupid enough to blow themselves up and be smart enough to fly a jumbo jet. There

@simonshack That's right - they were on TV. Now, since the TV networks were behind the entire hoax - you should stop lending credence to ANY of their 9/11 reporting. They use actors to impersonate mourning friends and families of the alleged victims of 9/11 - remen included. If your objection will be the standard "but how do they keep anyone from

what a smear campaign. he knows its the jews and they will NOT let anyone tell the truth. That is the ADLs job. We have to throw them out of the country. look and see what BEN FRANKLIN said about the jews. George washington also. You know more then they? sure you do. You've been brainwashed huh? hahaha
simonshack 6 years ago
@subans "The 3000" are to be found where they always have been: on the digital databases (aka the "9/11 memorials) which were created to simulate their existence. Try looking up - for instance - the "CNN 9/11 memorial" and spend some time there browsing its contents. Then, you may wish to get familiar with what years of research have unveiled. Please go to:
tinyurl.com/MEMSCAMS (remove all spaces)

Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@purplehatcut Don't you worry: I've been slapping myself, actually - for not realizing the depth of this rabbit hole much earlier than I did... ;)

Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
@TrueChristian2 The long-haired guy calls himself 'Collin Alexander' - aka 'Ace' Baker. Originally cast in the role of 'September Clues promoter'. Took my SC documentary - soon after its release - and showcased it at a Madison '9/11Truth' Conference, Soon started disssing SC on a 24/7

Reply •

Yoo Toobah XD 6 years ago
You need to be slapped for putting up a video that asks the question "Did anyone Die?"

Reply •

azul8811 6 years ago
@simonshack Not for you to say? But why not, Simon? My goodness, it looks like you've done considerable research and must have spent many man-hours on this. Please, this is no time for false modesty, tell us what you have learned about they Regenhards. What are you implying about them? I don't quite understand. Help me connect the dots. Why are they

Reply •

azul8811 6 years ago
@simonshack Okay Simon, as you've suggested, I've read the video description and I've looked at your website. It's pretty extensive! So now I'll ask for a clarification on but one specific point of this very complex issue...so as to make sure that I don't mischaracterize your position. Regarding this particular 10 minute clip that you've posted here...are you

Reply •

azul8811 6 years ago
@simonshack Please read the video description and - if you wish - proceed to my website: www.septemberclues.info

Reply •

azul8811 6 years ago
Simon...in a brief segment of this clip you show photos of Christian Regenhard. Could you kindly clarify for me what it is exactly you are stating about him? Are you saying that he was not killed on 9/11? Thank you.

Reply •

BuildingNumber7 6 years ago
@simonshack Yes, Osama was offered up by the Taliban twice after 9/11, but bush refused him. Why? The US needs a boogeyman to continue the wars. They killed Osama back in 2001, because they knew he would speak out about the lies of 9/11.

Reply •

simonshack 6 years ago
It's called "TIME OUT" and it's by my band The Social Service - me on the vocals :O)

@socratiz so what you are saying is that they blew up a skyscraper...to rebuild it and they stand to gain.

If god is going to go out of his way to bless america.. cant he just bless humanity in one swoop? please?

Also... I think the problem is in you looking for someone to "run" the government... You RUN a company. Interesting...

Errr... larry silverstein gained billions..... does that count?

the USA and corporations made trillions in Oil, Opium and nation + military equipment building contracts... does that count?

It's just acting, this is bad acting.

I explain it this way: Barry Jennings is/was also an actor. Can you explain why no one can agree about the date of his passing?

Please go to "cluesforum.info" and do a search for 'Barry Jennings'.

This isn't just acting, this is bad acting.

@simonshack how can you explain barry jenning's statement. saying he stepped over bodies in WTC7

but anyways these are clearly actors

@simonshack the article you directed me to was shall we say loosely strung together. noone stands to gain from blowing up two sky scrapers. please do not think I will not give you a chance to argue your point so please back up your story from a diferent website not just one.

I'd rather be a "truther" than a LIAR !!!!

Please go to my website: w w w septemberclues.info Read all the relevant articles there - you may start with "Deconstructing 9/11".
Folks, just take a look at 'mikedomes' YT channel. It is a classic specimen of the sort of naysayers commenting on my September Clues research:

Read more

@simonshack Fair enough. Besides our slight differences of what we believe the truth to be, the more people who are awake, and seeking the truth, the better. All the best!

@Coolworldleaderguy I am quite familiar with Mrs Hoagland - an obvious, rather poor actress. You are free to believe that Mr. McIlvaine has nothing to do with her and is, instead, perfectly truthful and legit. I am also free to believe that this is not the case. There is indeed lots of legitimate evidence, as you say. In the last three years or so, I have done

Bob Mcilvaine is part of the movement to expose 9/11 as a criminal fraud & an inside job. The real actors are those who go along with the ridiculous official story, particularly those who claimed that their relatives (impossibly) called them from a 500mph plane.

@27luckydog You're a dope, controlled opposition. How many investigations have come forward in the last 10 years since this happened? How many are planned for the near future? Why don't you grow out a brain before asking dumb questions so you can stop yourself? The offensive part is how people who obviously know nothing and present no

@27luckydog , if you try and search for yourself, you'll find out that none of those planes were scheduled to fly that day.

I've personally looked into a few of the so-called "victims" - they truly were/are frauds...

Please go to the link below to see the results of Ersun Warncke's comprehensive 9/11 SSDI research. Only 446 of the approx 2700/or 3000+ reported victims (depending on which 9/11 memorials you wish to believe) appear in the SSDI. Of those, only 249 have a confirmed death certificate on file. You will agree that this adds up to a percentage way below the norm (which is, as far as I know, more like 75% - not 50/60 as you mention).

tinyurl . com / salemnewsarticle (remove all spaces)

what a shitty actor
mitchyd89 7 years ago
Out of all these people "crying", i didn't see a SINGLE tear. Amazing
Reply •

rouelibre1 7 years ago
Let's assume that the official version is true for the sake of argument. It doesn't prevent those that 'needed another Pearl Harbour' to have capitalised on it. In order not to harass real victims and not raise unpredictable concerns or mishaps, they decided to cast their own "side order" of victims and have control over the propaganda.
Read more
Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago
@AMTBaptista No - it is not a huge contradiction. That is precisely why their plan works so well - making people like you thinking that 'IT IS A HUGE CONTRADICTION'. Please make an effort to understand how this massive deception is managed. Bob McIlvaine is an actor - and so are all the other alleged relatives of the 9/11 victims. To kill people in the towers
Reply •

Antonio Baptista 7 years ago
@simonshack You did not address any of the questions! But think about what you said..."to plug him constantly on TV - giving him maximum public visibility." Shouldnt Bob McIelvaine be trying to do the opposite? Wouldnt be much better for him and for the government to shut up and vanish instead of raising questions and doubts on TV? Thats a
Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago
@AMTBaptista It makes no sense only to those who refuse to look into the available evidence. If you are content believing in anything spewed by FOX NEWS feel free to do so - there is little I can do about it. On the other hand, if you do wish to look at the available evidence, you may start here:
Reply •

Antonio Baptista 7 years ago
@simonshack That makes no sense. Do you know that because of that interview Geraldo Rivera is now a 9/11 truther ??!! Is Geraldo part the this conspiracy u are talking about ?!! An hoster of FOX NEWS believes that the 9/11 report is a cover up. Wasnt that a good achievement ?? This kind of stuff just undermines the 9/11 truth movement.
Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago
@AMTBaptista Because this is the role assigned to him: to uphold the idea that there are real families (and even angry ones) grieving real victims of 9/11. For him to ask for another investigation is just a pretext to plug him constantly on TV - giving him maximum public visibility. The fact that Bob was on Geraldo Rivera's FOX show doesn't really boost his
Reply •

Antonio Baptista 7 years ago
@simonshack ....This video is a JOKE!! I saw this man (BOB MCILVAINE) on fox news with Geraldo Rivera a fews months ago asking for a new investigation because he believes 9/11 was an INSIDE JOB!!!!! if hes an actor why is he goin on TV asking for a new investigation ??!!
Reply •

joroma77 7 years ago
All jews by blood descent. "Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it."
Reply •

joroma77 7 years ago
These lying actors are damned! Why are they lying? For money? For hatred of God? I don't understand their motivation from a worldly perspective.
Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQmoE
This video - a hoax? Are you suggesting I might have created these videos of Bob McIlvaine and Donna Marsh O'Connor and Deena Burnett - all by myself? Wow - that's hilarious! Seriously now, my friend... you can find all the original material for yourself - right here on the internet. If you are genuinely interested in the ongoing Vicsim research, please connect with cluesforum.info

Ricky Christensen 7 years ago
Is clear very there was lot of actors..very over dramatik and some not act like normal peopel while have don ;-) You can see it no word need lies have own spirit.

Reply

laspatriot4America 7 years ago
The truth will come out. And it will shoke a lot of people. Freedom is coming... And the beast is running scared.

Reply

13linkinparkluver13 7 years ago
I definately think it was an inside job, but saying no one died is something I'm not sure I can agree to. I remember in 5th grade, this woman came up on the stage in front of all of us and said her father died in the crash, and she was all emotional about it and I feel so bad for her, though I didn't hardly know or care much about 911 at the time. Of course,

Reply

tommy1973able 7 years ago
this guy personifies evilness;what fucking scum!

Reply

Fingerprints101 7 years ago
I just don't know what the fuck to believe anymore with this 9/11 shit. With all those 'mysterious witness deaths', the Osama Bin Laden shit, this, all the last calls, the 911 calls of victims, and esp. Kevin Cosgrove, Mellisa Doi and Betty Ong and the falling people.

Read more

simonshack 7 years ago
@MandolinoFan Dear Mandolino Fan, I understand your perplexity but I also hope you understand mine - with regard to all the individuals you mentioned. Do contact me by PM if you wish, as I don't fancy expressing my views on these matters publicly. Thanks!

Reply

Mendo Fano 7 years ago
I don't understand why you put Jim Fetzer as a shill. Is Nico Haupt also on your 'shill' list? The Jersey Girls, didn't they campaign for 9-11 truth (whatever that means)?

What about Bob McIlvane? As far as I remember he appeared on Italian TV to say that the

Read more

simonshack 7 years ago
@suddenlyitsobvious

Your question sounds valid & legit. However, I'll have to reply to you with a question of my own: considering the fact that we may find incontrovertible signs of forgery, photo-tampering and countless wild inconsistencies & aberrations in all 9/11 memorials, on what

Read more

suddenlyitsobvious 7 years ago
(2) ... which judging by the images rather seems to be the case, why should that invalidate that there are ALSD real victims? I can't see how the buildings could have been empty at that hour, without thousands of

Read more

suddenlyitsobvious 7 years ago

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQtmOE
It would seem that a lot of emphasis is being placed on the planes-narrative, which now seriously begins to appear doubtful to me. I'll read all the stuff on your website, but for now, just this question: even if the public 9/11 victim speakers are chosen actors,...

Simon, I am almost convinced that the reason why Donna's daughter isn't found in the SSDI is because the person being used in the picture to depict her isn't even a woman. Look at Vanessa Langer very very carefully, especially at 3:25, it looks like a boy posing as a girl....

so what part of the government are you with? these are real victims ...there are actors involved in this scene but you've got none on your video....

The Social Security Death Master File contains death records for everyone who possessed a Social Security card while living.

NO. Individuals were added to the file as their deaths were reported to the Administration.

The Social Security Death Master File contains records of everyone who has died in the United States.

Where are the 19 Islamic jihadists who were mostly born in Saudi Arabia?

Did they safely land at airports?

@simonshack Are you saying that on a weekday all employees in all the buildings did NOT go into work on 911? Wouldn't it be impossible to buy off and silence all those people who were told NOT to go to their regular jobs?

i don't wanna sound like those reptilian theorists but the lady at the end being interviewed by the crypt keeper, aka maria shriver, the blonde lady has creepy eyes that look like a lizard.

@BrickUnit they've infiltrated 9/11 truthers. That's why this guy mcilvane came out on geraldo and gets all the press, who knows what's the next move going to be. maybe discredit them somehow, it is very confusing, though.

@audreyoz You get an answer for your question? I watched this vid. and felt relief that noone died on 911! I know who blew up the buildings and I wanted to believe they did not commit mass murder?! All I can say is if they can with technology nowadays manufacture a president (Obama) and place an airplane going into a building which is not then they can...
In all the years of McIlvaine’s travelling ‘weep show’, still no real pics of his ‘son’? The more I look, the more obvious it is there were NO real deaths in 9-11 events at all. None! Just compare any 9-11 memorial ‘tributes’ & photos with those posted by genuinely bereaved relatives of REAL people (e.g. ForeverMissed.com). Normal family/friends post pics of

@BrickUnit ...I know fire fighters and rescue workers etc. died. As for any others I can’t be sure. I do know that it’s insane that so many people know that 9/11 was definitely an inside job (say 9/11 happened over 9 years ago and still no one has done anything to lock up this criminal cartel!!!!). So, all we can do after over 9 years is protest, debate, etc...It just seems

@Awaken2Truth i kno they imploded, what im saying is, people died!!

@BrickUnit ...Come on!!! Get for real!!! I never put words in your mouth so don’t try that with me!!! They just collapsed??? They were IMPLODED!!!! HELLLO!!!!!

@thirtysilver ...I didn’t find his son listed in the 9/11 deaths myself...Just saying....???

@BrickUnit ...He’s pretending to be!!!! Let’s get real here NO PLANES could enter those building without part of the planes crashing out into the streets etc. off the facade of the building...That didn’t happen!!!!!!! ...He’s part of the 9/11 truth how? Because everyone that works on the so-called gov’t (CORPORATION - GROUP OF CORPSES) side should ALL act

but isn’t this guy part of 9/11 truth? isn’t he on our side? wtf im soo confused

@Waderoberthiggins Good question: to get a perspective of this issue, please read this article on my website: tinyurl.com/MEMSCAMS (remove all spaces)
As you will see, a great number of “9/11 victims” to be found in the memorials have 2 (and

why do you showed Jim Fetzer as a shill?

I like his analysis and thinks he’s honest.

Maybe he cries every time because he is sad about the death of his son...
Not saying you’re wrong. I’m starting to doubt 9/11 a little bit myself.

“Time Out” - by the Social Service” (my 5-piece band). Song and lyrics by your humble servant... :O)
The 9/11 street imagery was conceived and directed like a Hollywood film. You have seen many of those, have you not? Do not people run away from fires and out of buildings in such movies? REAL buildings of New York, Chicago or Los Angeles? In the few shots... Read more

And here's "TAKE6" for Bob McIlvaine !... watch?v=VFgcRwfCF9s (watch at 6min20sec)

Great find! So that's "TAKE 5" for Bob McIlvaine...Makes you wonder just how many times he's performed his weep-show for the cameras during the last 9 years...

@2010Clicker
Great find! So that's "TAKE 5" for Bob McIlvaine...Makes you wonder just how many times he's performed his weep-show for the cameras during the last 9 years...

@2010Clicker
if Bob McIlvaine publicly supported the official story there would be no motive for him to travel around the world and endlessly repeat his weep-show. His (and his few 'colleagues') role is precisely to represent 'angry and grieving family members' - in order to uphold the... Read more

We need to get to the source of the death, More exposer to the world...Sheople must wake up...! How Long Is ThIS GoiNG To tAkE!

from what I hear more than 3/4 of americans think it's an inside job. Nevertheless politicians and mainstream media act as if nothing's wrong: nothing's going to happen? What will be the first step?

It appears the towers were empty that morning. How exactly this was achieved is not yet clear - but it's a fact that most longstanding WTC tenants were relocated after the 1993 bombing (google "Eric Darton - Divided we stand"). What we know with certainty is that the memorials listing the victims are made up with fictitious identities and morphed/computer-generated portraits. For more info about this, please go to: tinyurl . com / MEMSCAMS (remove all spaces) Show less

I have a question, what about all the people that were working in the wtc that day when the buildings fell down? Were 3000 or however many ppl work inside paid off or what? Im seriously asking, not being critical?

8:55 LOOK AT THE 'REPTILIAN' EYES.....

8:55 LOOK AT THE 'REPTILIAN' EYES.....

07:01 trollface

Gemma W
Vanessa Langer is actually listed the rst guys son isn't though? weird

AlwaysSomething 7 years ago
@simonshack Who do you qualify as actors? How do you reach that decision to decided someone is not credible? If I were to tell you I was at work, maybe for a roofing company. Let's say I have access to roofs of NYC every single day. Let's say that while the first building had smoke coming from it I seen a second plane go into the other tower. How do

koolkol009 7 years ago
@WhiteQueen420 Well noted clever whitequeen!!The building exploded in dust and I mean dust(Dr Judy Wood analysis) and everything melted and the cars were toasted that's right toasted.

paraconti 7 years ago
If Donna Marsh is a blonde I'd swear she was Jennifer Aniston!

nbsp 7 years ago
Does look staged, esp that first actor....it's like he had a script

simonshack 7 years ago
@SteelersFANinMA
Let me put it this way: the hypothesis that no one died cannot be discounted and is a valid postulation so long as we have no serious, court-admissible proof of their pre-2001 existence. To this day, none has been forthcoming. A mere handful of purported family members have been in touch with our research forum: they have all proven uncollaborative - or to be outright frauds. Only time will tell how many - if any - died on 9/11, but the official number(s) are clearly phony.

SteelersFANinMA 7 years ago
@simonshack I've watched the video and looked at your site. Are you saying that NONE of the 9/11 victims are real? Or are you saying that there are SOME actors portraying family members and that SOME of the victims are made up?

Kat Yu 7 years ago
@WhiteQueen420 It's hard to believe but the mother claims to have seen her daughter's body intact after it was pulled outta the wreckage of the WTC. I don't know what to believe...

crackerkiller89 7 years ago
@velocity73R You know what im tired of this. Its probably another Glenn Beck like demonstration in which the maker of the video ties in TOTALLY unrelated shit and acts as if the new world order is upon us. And of course, now youre gonna tell me Glenn Beck is right. Please, dont. Too much for me to take in? Get over yourself. The only reason you

Read more

crackerkiller89 7 years ago
@velocity73R Ok im fucking done here. Just stop with this new world order shit, its really pissing me off. You have no evidence of it, even though you think you may, but you still keep spouting this shit. Im done. Just stop, please.

MrPierrePhilippe 7 years ago
I think,NYPD ehere not "faked".NY Times had to go to court to have the oral histories. The judge did not want the release the info.

Not surprising, they all said almost the same thing: we heard bombs going around. And also some said: It looked like detonate on purpose (con demo).

Read more
Your videos seem to have a point. From Wikipedia “Discussion of no plane theories have been banned from certain conspiracy theory websites while advocates have been threatened with violence by posters at other conspiracy theory websites”. And laughable rebuttals like this: watch?v=Cpqckt89Lg4 just convince me more.

Your videos seem to have a point. From Wikipedia “Discussion of no plane theories have been banned from certain conspiracy theory websites while advocates have been threatened with violence by posters at other conspiracy theory websites”. And laughable rebuttals like this: watch?v=Cpqckt89Lg4 just convince me more.

Answer is simple to bring about a, “New World Order”...That New World Order puts China not the USA as the new power...These people don't care about the US, or its people until you get that through your head, you will never see the truth.

Dear Simon,
What I said was only ironic remark; as we try to expose them,maybe we help them to escape.
I m not arguing with you, both of us are looking for the same thing.

Mr Pierre : Thanks for your 'up-to-a-point' endorsement of my research.
As for 'giving them more time'...do you mean 'jail-time'? As for helping them - are you implying my efforts help them escape from their wretched & pathetic jobs, c'est ça ?
Hélas, I guess I'm missing the subtler points of your argumentation, Monsieur ! :-(

Mr Shack, You could be right all the way, and I think you are to a point. If these are actors, their job is to divert attention from sensitives and important things. It seems to work out fine; they got your attention !
In a way you help them; you give them more time. Who did it ? Mossad? This would fit perfectly ...

What is that, a haiku? That made no sense whatsoever.

@crackerkiller89 What is that, a haiku? That made no sense whatsoever.

@crackerkiller89 grander plan war is money oil control and petro dollar new world order divide and conquer

Why are the faces of 911 truthers inthis video? what are you suggesting there?
Why do you see Judy Wood as an actress, too? Many stuffs on her site look valid to me. Anymore analysis on those?

This is fucking stupid. The twin towers played a huge role in our economy, why would the government destroy that? What is the government's motivation behind doing this? WHY? Can you at least explain that?

Odd that you would pick on Bob who is VERY outspoken against the government's official story (the 911 report). If he's an actor, he's not playing his role very well. I'm a huge skeptic of the 911 comission report, but this assertion is not believable for me... at least not with the people you've highlighted in your video.

This is diff class btw ! ! note his hand movements ! classic example of someone who is trained in , or has been subjected to , NLP . Her too ! Especially the 2nd clip when she is outside !

@jrocjams
Please google:
- "THE MEMORIAL SCAMS" (article on my website)
- "THE VICSIM REPORT"  (80-page pdf file)

@somewhereinbetween In the "dessert" ? Pavlova meringue hopefully lol. Interesting double-speak ambiguity & illiteracy there pal. Good idea to film participants at the memorial drama show for comparative analysis. Indeed, 'the reign in Spain falls mainly on the [toon] plane.'

simon, ur a cute kid, keep livin in that fantasy world, cuz if u want to really find out if people died that day u would go to ny, look at the street signs that bear the names of the heroes from that day, look em up, go to their houses and talk to the family... go talk with the fireman, go talk to police, go tell them they're acting and see how they respond, actually dont

@JehanneDeLys
where r u in the dessert? the uk? definitely noot from ny, cuz any sane person knows that while there might not have even been any plains that day, those buildings collapsed from...
27/2/2018

JehanneDeLys 7 years ago
@simonshack Right! The vicim family actors would’ve been easy to conscript: just convince them individually they’d be doing their ‘patriotic duty’ to protect & fight for the ‘real’ victims’ families who can’t & get paid for it! Works perfectly doesn’t it? They’d never even know the other actors weren’t genuine family members either. Thanks to Freud’s

Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago
@JehanneDeLys Thanks for your insightful comment. Given the mass deception methods used to pull off the 9/11 hoax, it is interesting to register a recent increase of interest in the subject on the part of various academics and professors in the fields of psychology and neurolinguistics. This is not surprising due to the growing evidence pointing to there being

Reply •

JehanneDeLys 7 years ago
Simon, thank you for your insightful, logical, dedicated & meticulous investigative work on all this (read your site)! It makes more sense to me now as I only recently began to look for answers to my suspicions about 9-11. It’s a partial relief to realize it was/is all deception w/o proven deaths. The clumsy graphic fakery is bad, but the lousy acting is

Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago
@Theitisme400 Besides, I am also basing my opinions on “years of learning and facts” - as you so patronizingly reveal. I am sure you will appreciate that my own years of learning can identify you as a nerdy spook or/a delusional fool.

Reply •

Theitisme400 7 years ago
@simonshack How grandly condescending, professor. Where did you learn such exquisite, ‘devastating’ sarcasm? Can I enroll in your school to stand a chance to compete with you? Oh shucks - poor me!... So here I am, lonely and abandoned, with but my supportive family left around to humor me in this vain quest for truth & justice - my karma

Read more

Reply •

Theitisme400 7 years ago
@simonshack It would seem to me that it was you who ‘attacked’ me first, and quite weakly too. Your first comment here does not ruffle in the least my ego, it suggests that the people in this video are not actors and makes you look like a fool. Even my 14-year-old nephew and my 82-year-old theater director friend can tell that these clowns are crass and

Reply •

Theitisme400 7 years ago
@simonshack That’s very good, professor. As a neurolinguistic programmer you may wish to offer your services to the folks in this video - they may just be crying for professional assistance... Then again, if you reckon that they are all shedding natural, legitimate tears you may not be the right man for the job. Moreover, if you interpret my

Reply •

chan0chap 7 years ago
Fetzer offers a platform for everyone. It’s a bit like a karaoke club. Everyone is allowed to sing - even if totally out of tune...

Reply •

E. Jeffery 7 years ago
Wonder why she isn’t listed in the ssdi. I’ve looked it up as well. It’s interesting...

Reply •

kyoko70 7 years ago
really nice work, thanks alot :)
Not to mention that Air France did lay off many workers as a result, gained money from insurance and pretended to have paid certain compensation amounts to non-existent families. What do you think?

Emiliano Liberatori 7 years ago
@simonshack
Hi simonshack, you're doing a great job here. I'd like to know what you think of air france flight 447, disappeared over the Atlantic Ocean on the 1st of June 2009. I've always asked myself: how come the victims' families don't come forward and ask for a serious investigation? How can they believe the story of the instrument failures..?? probably because it's a case similar to 9/11. To make us believe in a false reality...

Reply •

Mquestionreality 7 years ago
@simonshack Even alex jones??? he seems passionate about what he does. But whats behind the gate in the castle

Reply •

Hi, not have heard from you for a while. Are you working on new videos? That would be great.

Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago
@Mquestionreality Because they are only entertainers - not real truthseekers. They are what you would call 'gatekeepers'. Their purpose is to let you peek through the gate's keyhole - but they will NEVER open the gate for you to enter the castle.

Reply •

Mquestionreality 7 years ago
why are alex jones, charlie sheen, and jesse ventura on the multifaceted 9/11 cast?

Reply •

E_Jeffery 7 years ago
@simonshack Definitely. It's so weird. It's almost as if no one died that day or no families care enough. I would like to see photos of victims that look authentic, but in this case, what is authentic? Anything can be manipulated. Sad...

Reply •

@ImNotYourFriend212
You wonder why no one comes forward. So do I. I'd love to be sued for libel - by a REAL 9/11 family 😊

Reply •

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@simonshack
Hi third time I've tried to reply to this. Yes, I'm aware of Barbara Olson which looks more like a 'victim' disappearance. How many more like here? She actually existed. Berry Berenson? There are four from my town with decades long histories pre-9/11. Actual living people, but who knows if they played a role or were unintended victims?

Reply •

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
Who has called posters here 'actors'? I don't get it. Yes, people pop up on msg boards and say they were there and saw plan over Pentagon, for instance. Yet people on site say 'no planes.' There are people paid to say certain things on the internet – some of them working for government.

Reply •

Brooksavenue 7 years ago

I'm aware of the work on Olson -- open secret?

However, there are four in my town, with long histories pre-9/11, who were actual living people. Evidence of their existence over 20-30 years. And I would encourage anyone who has victims in their areas to check school records/year books and local newspapers.

---

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@rockychatterbox
Watch the video off the actor interviewed immediately who sets up the framing for the WTC having come down because of jet fuel.
This is organized effort to suggest that there were planes and that they went "thru the WTC towers like butter" to quote Simon. Impossible. These aren't simply people craving attention, they had a job to do, a story to spread - "planes" - and it worked.
The many stories of "no planes" especially at Pentagon were buried.

---

simonshack 7 years ago
@Brooksavenue I've found many still alive and well. Take Barbara Olson, for instance. Go to the LOOKUPANYONE people search engine. Look for "Barbara K Olson -in state of Virginia. You will find her living in Great Falls, Virginia, with her husband Ted B Olson ...and herself (Barbara K Bracher - her maiden name). Her age now says "51". Yet, 3 months ago

---

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@theagrafitis
I agree that it is inane to suggest there were no actual victims of 9/11 because there were at least celebrity victims we know did exist -- tony Perkins' wife, Berry

---

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@rockychatterbox
What I'd do is find "victims" from your area. Check schools/year books and local newspapers for evidence of their existence pre-9/11.

---

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@rockychatterbox
I'm inclined to think that a lot of the deaths are farce ... HOWEVER, I AM ALSO AWARE THAT AT LEAST 4 IN MY HOMETOWN WERE ACTUAL LIVING PEOPLE.

---

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@rockychatterbox
msg from u can't find - that doesn't explain why the people disappeared" and not clear what you were replying to.
This msg - reportedly WTC was closed by 7 something am. People don't usually report to work til 9am ... by then, the attack was underway.

---

simonshack 7 years ago
@rockychatterbox
Actually, the most questionable thing at this stage is whether there were any victims at all. You are quite welcome to put me in touch with anyone who claims to have lost a relative on 9/11. Please go to the contact page at:

---

RojasZela's Christian Videos 7 years ago
@rockychatterbox
If you appeal to logic, so can I. Where are those people now? Does not ONE take offense over the fact that we believe their loved ones did not exist? Not ONE? To support your stance, you would have to find ONE such person. Good luck. We full-time researchers have

@rockychatterbox
Precisely. A great many actors were used to pull off the 9/11 hoax. One could say this was one of the central aspects of the psyop: In fact, actors are used routinely to impersonate eyewitnesses at every alleged "terror attack by Al-Qaeda" - here in Europe too. We are

@rockychatterbox
The entire WTC complex was destroyed (9 buildings). The area was most likely fully evacuated. There were no planes. Hence, there were no passengers. But to get a full picture of it all - you might wish to visit:

 WebbDOTseptembercluesDOTinfo

@theagraotis
i saw the video on your website awesome work mate

@theagraotis
tv fakery is real but to go to the extent and say that nobody died in 9/11 you just became another dissinfo agent. ask your self why would they care that nobody should die in 9/11??????

@prsglenn
My website septembercluesDOTinfo has many answers to your questions.

@prsglenn
Simon, are you saying there were zero (0) victims? I don't think you are, but the vid comes off that way. I believe you're saying that SOME of the alleged victims are fictitious and SOME of the family members are actors. Correct me if I'm wrong.

@prsglenn
Also, you're saying their agenda is to do what? Who do they work for?

@prsglenn
I'm no hater, love the nose out dilemma. I always hype the Clues, even if to simply give people an alternative view of how the whole thing was contrived. Hit em hard bro.

@Alex Gomez
wait a minute how old is donna marsh,she show a pic of her daughter,she look like a young girl,she work on the WTC and was pregnant wow wow wow

@Alex Gomez
It would seem so. After all, there is a lot at stake here. Do you think the perps would have left this part of the Big Deception Plan to chance? I don’t.

— simonshack 7 years ago

I am certainly doing a disservice to the infiltrators of the truth movement. If you do not understand the point here, you may have to read the ‘Memorial Scams’ article on my website septembercluesDOTinfo

— simonshack 7 years ago

Dear Finnish friend, yes I have addressed all of that. Please go to septemberclues(DOT)info - thanks.

They would of course hire actors to maintain the government’s plan which was to make us believe people died in the twin towers. Try to understand. Thanks.

— simonshack 7 years ago

— ButI’mNotARapper 7 years ago

Also I don’t see pictures of them and their children together... unless the children are babies (so you can’t tell the difference). The Bob guy didn’t have a picture of him and his son... what bullshit is that.

— ButI’mNotARapper 7 years ago

I have seen family members that have had their children raped and murdered and they don’t cry as much as Bob. People still feel very sad but they can hold it together and they only cry during latter parts of the interviews not the beginning and some don’t even cry ever. People don’t cry this much!

— ButI’mNotARapper 7 years ago

— jesudel 7 years ago

@ed11561 60 names of 3,000? great job!

— jesudel 7 years ago

— lightshiner4ubud 7 years ago

this guy is an actor.

— lightshiner4ubud 7 years ago

ya because the planes were holograms and the building was imploded. it make sense. they never found a black box.

— lightshiner4ubud 7 years ago

— Brooksavenue 7 years ago

@ed11561 Calm down and consider what you would require if you were investigating this. Would you accept my saying I knew 2 of these people? If any of them were actual people then simonshack’s theory has to be altered. And, of course, many of them were actual people.

— Brooksavenue 7 years ago

haha, they are actors, look at her fucking evil smile before she says “i think alot about that” these people are the patsies of the scheme holding it in place, the fucking media, we are meant to be walking infront of the television leading the, the media chasing us, not walking behind the media watching it and letting it lead the way, we all need to start leading the

— Dick McHarry 7 years ago
@ProtecAus Just would add that everyone in MSM was close enough to know that this was faked . . . “to smell a rat.” Presumably dangerous for them to speak out, but I presume they know.

@ed11561 A list isn’t proof to anyone. Bush could tell us he knew these people or 4 of them. If you were investigating this, what would you want? The word of one person, or some record? I believe you, but you need to develop proof on one or two of these individuals.

@ed11561 Good reminder and 9/11 is, of course, a taboo subject for government – including Obama, evidently!

@ed11561 You're missing the point . . . Take just two names and find evidence of them pre-9/11 . . .

@ed11561 You're not the first to be saying this to simonshack. However, these days there are always suspicions about someone "saying" something. Take one or two of the names – mainly local names – and trace the history of the person. School records, yearbooks, town newspapers pre-9/11. You don't have to do all of them, of course. Again, not that simonshack now has a “disclaimer” on his video so he is no longer making that absolute claim.

@ed11561 So a list of 60 names effectively proves your case, I presume? You will have to do better than that. Firstly, you will have to read the 80-page Vicsim Report - it deals with ALL the alleged victims of 9/11. Please refrain from using abusive language. Thanks.
Having trouble getting a reply posted. First, if simonshack wants personal info from you, he should give you a way to contact him personally.

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@ed11561
testing... having trouble with getting a reply posted

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@ed11561
It would be a way of honoring his memory (of your girlfriends ex-husbands brother) to simply mention his name. You are the umpteenth person claiming to know someone - and failing to mention his/her name. Why the secrecy over "9/11 heroes' names?"

simonshack 7 years ago
@ed11561
It would be a way of honoring his memory (of your girlfriends ex-husbands brother) to simply mention his name. You are the umpteenth person claiming to know someone - and failing to mention his/her name. Why the secrecy over "9/11 heroes' names?"

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@ed11561
Just want to add that I agree with the "no planes" theory. Whether some "victims" are still alive, or never existed is yet another question.

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@jannokkelhansen
Agree with you, it's a ridiculous assertion -- simonshack now has a "disclaimer" on the video in that regard. If there are victims in your area, check information pre-9/11/01

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@jannokkelhansen
Agree with you, it's a ridiculous assertion -- simonshack now has a "disclaimer" on the video in that regard. If there are victims in your area, check information pre-9/11/01

Brooksavenue 7 years ago
@jannokkelhansen
Agree with you, it's a ridiculous assertion -- simonshack now has a "disclaimer" on the video in that regard. If there are victims in your area, check information pre-9/11/01

simonshack is closer to the truth than any other investigator, but the public also has to take up a role in this. Search for the truth, whether these are names of real people or not. Check information that existed prior to 9/11/01. Most of us would like to know that no one was killed. It will take many helping to prove that. Start checking "victims" in your area.

ProtectAus 7 years ago
"Surely, it is clear that neither Standley(BBC) nor Hayton(BBC) were in on a conspiracy rather they were used and fed information"

This quote is from Alex Jones Infowars, the author was addressing the BBCs early reporting of the wtc7 collapse, then tells us sincerely that the hosts were just puppets. Why did the author feel it necessary to "clear" these independent reporters? It seems every time the media gets linked with 9/11, Alex Jones goes into damage control. Whos the puppet...???
Alex Jones uses trauma-brainwashing techniques to capture an audience for his show. The victim keeps returning for more torture, while having their thoughts reshaped by him.

The victim keeps returning for more torture, while having their thoughts reshaped by him.

WOW! *****

@simonshack Sorry to disturb you. I just try to figure out who those people (AJ & AW) are. I was asking you those question because I thought you would tell me or show me what I do not know. After watching September clues, I understood how they did it. I thought you study everything very deeply. September clues is great work. I thought maybe you did.

TAKE 5 for Bob McIlvaine (“Treason in America Conference” - March 2010)

Watch at 1min25 onwards:

Please understand what Alex Jones is all about (see linked video below, for starters). I do not give a name to the bunch of crooks that staged this (and other terror-hoaxes) - around the world. I don't care what they're called - and 'Illuminati' certainly sounds much too nice of a name... As for Jones, to diffuse half-truths and false, 'trendy' information is surely more damaging than to shut up completely.

I watched septclues and I agree with it. I also think it possible that no one died on 911. What I do not understand is why you are against Alex Jones and others. Do you think they are with the Illuminati? The only difference between you and others is that you say there was no planes and they say there was. But you are all on same side in term

really good Si, this really needed saying as tony arigo was just the tip of the iceberg. I notice gengis is included, he just bloked me for questioning the reporting angle of channel 9 in australia lol ...though if he is acting hes over doing it!

In the United States, a Social Security number (SSN) is a nine-digit number issued to U.S. citizens, permanent residents, and temporary residents. The number is issued to an individual by the Social Security Administration. Its primary purpose is to track individuals for taxation purposes. Since the 80's the SSN has become a de facto national identification

Please do your own research. You can start by googling:

“Escholarship: Validation of the Social Security Death Index”

We are nearing a closure of 9/11 truth. It has nothing to do with the official "9/11 truth movement" which is a scam. Alex Jones and all the rest (even the "Loosechange" and "Wearechange" and the Richard Gage crews) are controlled by the CIA (and cohorts). Their cover is blown - and it is now high time to call them out.

ALL of the 9/11 imagery was fake. Please go to septemberclues(DOT)info to start understanding the massive hoax that the media sold to all of us citizens worldwide.
MrPooinabox 7 years ago
I've just started to look into this bogus 911 con now I have a bit time to do so, and as soon as I heard Alex Jones discrediting the no planes i new it would be worth some of my time. September Clues does seem to prove no planes hit them towers as unbelievable as it sounds.
Reply •

ontime34 7 years ago
Ok Simon, I appreciate you chiming in with a response.
Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago
I appreciate and understand your question - as I hesitated to include him. I was pleased (some time ago) that Fetzer expressed some interest for the fake video evidence. However, over time it has emerged that he expresses interest for virtually anything - much like a TV-host makes his guests feel comfortable. Anything goes for Jim, as long as he
Reply •

rg2027x 7 years ago
@itnnputt:
The intelligence cover-up is not trying to stop conspiracy theories on the internet. It's creating them. Then playing off supporters of the different theories against each other. Classic Cointelpro tactic. Govt intelligence agencies fabricating a dizzying array of propaganda...acting in concert to create an impenetrable fog.

With the 'truth movement' under their control, they can lead people away from the real truths.
Meanwhile, we get nowhere, keep spinning wheels & hitting walls
Show less
Reply •

ontime34 7 years ago
Why would you put Professor James Fetzer in that video as a 9/11 actor?? He completely supports the faked videos concept? I hope you will respond... .
Reply •

rg2027x 7 years ago
Check out this acting job:
tinyurl (dot) com/yf9wzg8

Where's her academy award?
Reply •

rg2027x 7 years ago
If people don't understand what Jones role is by now...they never will.

William Cooper, even JFK were knocked off for exposing the NWO cabal. However, Jones, Rense, Icke, etc. all run around screaming conspiracy while making profit$. They only give
Read more
Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago
Prevedo che non ti risponderanno, come accade sempre di più. Difatti, utimamente sono diventati invisibili quanto i "passeggeri"! :O) Scommetto che anche loro voleranno prima poi, sotto falsi nomi verso una destinazione ignota...
Reply •

rg2027x 7 years ago
Most "911 truth forums" are run by the Criminals In Action...FYI...along with countless 'alternative media' sites, intelligence agency sponsored forums + govt run fake opposition groups...
breakfornews . com/TheCIAInternetFakes.htm

If Operation 9-11 was well planned, wouldn't the cover-up be even more well planned?
Show less
Reply •
Imagine the possibilities now... with forced nationwide "digital TV" conversion... in hi-def... full complete control over the entire broadcast spectrum... absolutely undetectable indeed.

Crime syndicate INC wouldn't go thru all that trouble for nothing... unless they were getting something in return.

Now more so than ever before in history are the dumbed-down masses more in a coma like state. They just know to sit and drool in front of a TV.

check out: Digital TV: Mind Control by the Sound of Silence

News in merito? No. E tu?

"Chromakey is everywhere"

Thanx for the link, and yes it is disturbing to see 'green screen' done so frequently and effortlessly, and absolutely undetectable.

"A great, but slightly disturbing, look at how pervasive green-screening has become in "

Another amazing video Simon! you have an eye for details and an eye for deception!

I recommend EVERYONE to watch the video posted as a response to this one - by random331. A truly brilliant summary of this research.

I went to the website and read the info and checked out the pictures and yes it does seem a bit weird that so many of the photos despite being different have the same angles. I've read soo much info from Alex Jones to Dylan Avery and all of your videos Simonshack as well as NuffRespect and it all seems like a bit much to take in even after all these years. Im

Thanks Simon brilliant as usual! People don't want to go that far down the rabbit hole as it scares the shit out of them to think they are actually that stupid. The truth will out eventually it always does.

"O what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive."

Aires: Please go to the 'COLLAPSE ANIMATIONS' page on septembercluesDOTinfo. You'll find it by entering the site and clicking on 'Imagery Analyses'. Allow some time for all the
That's fair enough - perhaps I should have left him out for now on the benefit of doubt. However, was he 'got at'? Annie Machon thinks nothing of the sort: 'He started to get more and more erratic, talking about speculative fringe theories such as "no planes" in public, and the whole campaign was ridiculed by the media in the UK.That said, in my view it was probably coincidental?...'

Brugality: The "911 movement org" forum where I had a well-read September Clues Q&A thread (54,500 views) was abruptly shut down without notice. It happened as Hoi Polloi and myself started methodically exposing the fake victims of 9/11. Hmmm... I guess that was purely coincidental?...'

Please go to septembercluesDOTinfo and read the articles concerning the 9/11 memorials ("9/11 MEMORIAL SCAMS" and "THE VICSIM REPORT"). Make up your own mind about it.

So the people that came out of that building that told of the state of the inside of the building were "hired actors"? What's that make the fight who went up into the building and were killed when it collapsed? Holograhams?

I like your other videos but Im curious Simonshack even if these 'victims' are fake are you trying to say all the victims are fake? Im not 100% what your goal is in this video.

'T9/11 was an inside sob'. Priceless...

Simon thanks for the new video. Do you have any clue what happened to the 911 truth forums?? Private message me if you must...

NO planes
NO passengers
At 8:46 the buildings were empty and its ludicrous to believe that you would be ordered to stay at your desk when the building next door just EXPLODED...??

To fool people to believe in planes & victims. Please get up to speed with what has been uncovered to this day, DanishFlames:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aPvJSQtmoE
The SSA may have records on persons not listed in the SSDI. To request information on those not listed, follow the process outlined (below).

Read more

Oh, great.

The collapse videos are fake - and different from video to video - this much is proven. No, they don't look like CONVENTIONAL controlled demolitions. They just look absurd (top down collapses - and HUGE upward-ejected dust clouds never seen in any CD). The few 'squibs' are inserted to make us "CT's" debate this in circles forever - which is just absurd.

Reply

You are fully entitled to hold your beliefs - by any means. I don't think this issue is crucial though - nor does it affect in any way my research. I am quite happy with DEW destroying the towers, if you will, as I have no idea what forces brought them down; but - and this is a big BUT - I don't think anyone can PROVE what forces were used by DEW.

Reply

This information is free - you don't have to buy it :O) ...The rationale of it is expounded in the video description. Please read it. Then, please go to septembertuesDOTinfo and read the 'Vicismo Report' - as well as the full research concerning the 9/11 memorials.

Reply

Come on Simon don't you know they found one of the hijackers passport in front of the tower after the plane crashed.

Great job with the 911 flip animation, it was the first time I realized it. (911-lie)

About the rest of the vid, I don't think you should make fun out of bad actors you bad boy.

Reply

I have spent many hours on your website and have read the Vicism Report. I agree that some death and certainly most accounts of that day were false claims I agree totally that all video was faked on that day. But no deaths is asking me to take a leap of faith. I agree there were no plane deaths, as

Reply

Ionic: This information is free - you don't have to buy it :D) ...The rationale of it is expounded in the video description. Please read it. Then, please go to septembertuesDOTinfo and read the 'Vicismo Report' - as well as the full research concerning the 9/11 memorials.

Reply

I will need more evidence to be convinced.

I base my theories on evidence so therefore I can't speculate on things. I feel I have enough evidence to say that 911 didn't happen as we were told, however I would have to take a blind leap of faith to go along with this claim, which I cannot.

Reply

The Populist: You are quite right. This particular video does not provide proof. It provides food for thought and a distinct/consistent set of behavioral patterns which may well be court-admissible as "circumstantial evidence". If you were a prosecutor, would you not at least ask Bob, Donna and Deena a few questions? With the heaps of b*lcrap the media
For the most part I agree, there are many actors involved in saying the towers were empty and void of any people. I can't buy it. Although the video of 911 was totally faked the

Read more

renzominari asks: Is Alex Jones an "actor"? Well, I think that's the nicest thing you could call him. Judge for yourself:
watch?v=xjKmHyPhsS5

sorrowfulsun: Any so-called researcher or 'scientist' who bases his/her 9/11 theories on fake videos is at worst a perp or at best VERY stupid. Judy Wood does lengthy conferences pointing continuously at the tower collapse-composites - probably in order to lend credence to the totally fake 9/11 imagery. Some people dig her DEW theories because

simonshack 7 years ago

What's the name of your friend's brother?

Robin Hoed 7 years ago

Who is your uncle?

Itnn Putt 7 years ago

Hypothetical q: if you were working in the WTC tower that didn't get hit or explode, would you go back to work just because some 'authority' told you it was safe?

Connor Leighton 7 years ago

Hypothetical q: if you were working in the WTC tower that didn't get hit or explode, would you go back to work just because some 'authority' told you it was safe?

nameofthehen 7 years ago

Fantastic!
keep us updated

Reply •

2JOHNNY 7 years ago

P.S. I'm a Brooklyn boy and my good childhood friend lost his 22yo brother in the south tower. His bank wanted to herd them into a fireproof safe midway up the tower and while he was deciding to go in or leave the building, the plane came in on his floor. So he and a good many of his coworkers bought the farm. This is a fact. His mother is still broken

Reply •

2JOHNNY 7 years ago

I'm with u in this battle, but when u put out a theory like this u have 2 be able 2 back it up well - o/w the movement looks like jackasses. 1) If u truly lost a family member perhaps U would cry most times discussing it or if ur a SHILL u'd cry too. However, there needs 2 be a more in depth look at these "victims" Deeper than just on "theres no SS# 4 them" Its a

Reply •

2JOHNNY 7 years ago

and what of the 343 firefighters who died? Were they ficticious deaths or the only deaths? I'm with you on the inside job, but NO deaths at the WTC - they were completely evacuated? Its as easy to make unsupported statements on the truther side as it is on the perps side. Have we busted one of the grieving actors proved the deceased family member

Reply •

skyarcher 7 years ago

There is not much up on the net about your beloved Uncle except about a 'charity fund' set up in his name from Siena College.

Why are there only 2 photos of him?

The CNN photo also has a very strange mini 'fairy' hand on his shoulder?

Read more

Reply •

skadogg22 7 years ago

Very interesting. Thank you

Reply •

conspiracymedia 7 years ago

911 tapes you here people calling there mother and telling her your last name.I do that don't you LOL 911 was a inside job.....time to reseach I have.

Reply •

Jörgen Edlund 7 years ago

9/11 was an inside sob.

Reply •

chunkyboy100 7 years ago

U'll do that!

Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago

Please go to ( AND READ EVERY ARTICLE OF)

septembercluesDOT info

Reply •

chunkyboy100 7 years ago

you have a lot of videos telling us what u think didnt happen, how about one telling us what you think did happen.

please?

Reply •

simonshack 7 years ago

OzzybanOswald: Its now becoming all too obvious that the people claiming to be related to 9/11 victims are government agents. It's as simple as that.
Oh, come on: The 'jumpers' have been proven fake (computer animations) ages ago - update yourself...

Your uncle? What's his name, please?

The towers were evacuated. There was logically, NO added value for the planners of this operation to kill 3000 people.

It's not as complicated as you think. They brought down some old, empty towers, to justify the Iraq and Afghanistan genocides. On TV they told you another story. Ok?

I've no proof, but even if the towers were hit by missiles there would of been people killed. and u have the jumpers.

to be honest I don't know what to think anymore!

chunkyboy: Please provide proof to back up your contentions. Thanks.

although some of these people do seem to lay it on a bit thick, some people must of died on 911. maybe not in the 'planes' but surely in the towers!